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I. Introduction

1.1 Background

The evolution of cellular systems began in 1970s, starting with the first generation (1G) comprising of analog systems supporting basic voice transmission [1]. The second generation (2G) of cellular systems, global system for mobile communications (GSM) was developed in early 90’s. The 2G systems provided digital encryption of the signal and improved the transmission quality and coverage. As the need for packet data arose, general packet radio service (GPRS) and enhanced data rates for GSM evolution (EDGE) technologies were introduced as an extension to the 2G systems.

The advent of the 20th century brought the third generation (3G) systems, which improved the data rates from several hundreds of kilobits per second (EDGE) to several megabits per second. This increased the internet usage from mobile devices, thereby fuelling the growth of the mobile broadband industry. Recently introduced fourth generation (4G) systems provide even higher data rates enabling a wide range of telecommunication services, including mobile broadband internet access, internet protocol (IP) telephony, high-definition mobile TV, etc. The 4G system is aimed at providing peak data rates of up to 1 gigabit per second [2]. Two candidates of the 4G systems are commercially deployed around the world, namely long-term evolution (LTE) systems and worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) technology [1, 3]. Both systems are based on packet-oriented communication. Meanwhile, new radio spectrum to accommodate new wireless systems is scarce and expensive. Therefore, available radio spectrum must be used efficiently without any increase on bandwidth or transmit power.

In a conventional communication link between the base station and a mobile terminal, a single antenna is used at both ends and thus is referred to as a single-input single-output (SISO) system. Capacity of a SISO system depends on the bandwidth, transmit power, and signal to noise ratio. The bandwidth and transmit
power are limited by frequency regulations. In addition to noise, impairment due to the unavoidable phenomenon such as fading and shadowing exists in wireless communication systems. This limits the channel capacity of a SISO system.

In the late 1990s, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems that utilize multiple antennas at both ends of the link were introduced. This enables the use of multiple spatial channels at the same frequency. Hence, channel capacity of a MIMO system increases with the number of channels as compared to a SISO link. The number of spatial channels is limited to the number of antenna elements at an end of the link [4–7].

Implementation of MIMO in mobile communication system necessitates at least two antennas in one terminal. MIMO specific antenna design challenges are related to mutual coupling among antenna elements and degradation of antenna performance due to a user holding the mobile terminal [8–17]. The number of antennas to be incorporated in today’s mobile terminal is restricted by the size of the terminal [18, 19]. This is contrary to a less severe space limitation at the base station. Moreover, the performance of a MIMO system depends not only on the antenna performance, but also on the propagation environment. The design of MIMO antennas for mobile terminals should also incorporate selection of optimal placement locations, topology, type and number of antenna elements. Therefore, a definitive and general conclusion on this subject has became major interest in antenna design community over the past few years [11, 12, 20–22].

1.2 Objective of the thesis

The main objective of this thesis is to provide the dual band MIMO antenna and valuable insights for the small size and simple design of multi element antennas for wireless communication systems. The low profile unbalance fed inverted L antenna on finite conducting plane is investigated as antenna element of the dual band MIMO antenna. Particularly, Equivalent circuit expression and the performance of inverted L antenna have been studied in the presence of the impedance matching. A comparison with the base fed inverted F antenna have been investigated. The performance of unbalanced fed inverted L antenna such as the gain and
return loss bandwidth are examined. Then, the comparison of the performance between the unbalanced fed inverted L antenna and unbalanced inverted F antenna has been examined to ensure which one is better to design the MIMO antenna. The MIMO antenna composed two low profile inverted L antenna for 2.45 GHz on finite conducting plane have been investigated. The develop knowledge is used to reduce the mutual coupling between antenna elements and also the diversity performance is examined with investigating the correlation coefficient.

Finally, the dual band MIMO antenna composed of two low profile inverted L antennas for 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz has been studied based on calculation and measurement data.

1.3 Contents and organization of the thesis

The main scientific results of this thesis are presented in articles (II) – (VI). The thesis is divided into two parts. In the first part of the thesis, the expression of equivalent circuit of ultra low profile inverted L antenna in (II) and the characterization methods of ultra low profile unbalanced fed inverted L, base fed inverted F and unbalanced inverted F antennas performances are studied in (III), and (IV). The performances of the antennas with different type of inverted element are analyzed extensively. The investigations are focused on impedance matching, antenna gain and the return loss bandwidth at the design frequency of 2.45 GHz. The second part of the thesis is dedicated to the design of MIMO antenna structures operating at the 2.45 GHz (V) and dual band MIMO antenna structures operating at 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz (VI). The design and performance of the proposed MIMO antenna is investigated and compared. A summary of the publications describing the contributions of this thesis is presented in Chapter VII. Finally, Chapter VIII presents general conclusions and possible ideas for future research.
1.4 Scientific contributions

The scientific merit of the thesis is in the design, analysis, performance evaluation and design rules for MIMO antennas for wireless communication application. The highlights are:

1. The study of equivalent circuit of the ultra low profile unbalanced fed inverted L antenna is performed. The investigation on inverted L elements has been examined to obtain the impedance matching.

2. An empirical investigation on the impact of the height of inverted L and inverted F antenna, the conducting plane size and impedance matching. The evaluation is performed using calculation and measurement based on scattering parameters data.

3. Systematic analysis and evaluation on the performance of MIMO antenna composed of inverted L antennas are performed.

4. A simple design and good performance of dual band MIMO antenna has been realized. The proposed structure is operating at 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz bands.

1.5 The MoM of electromagnetic simulator WIPL-D

In the calculation the WIPL-D electromagnetic simulator based on Method of Moment is used.
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2.1 Introduction

The input impedance of horizontal dipole located very close to a perfect conducting plane becomes low due to the existence of a metallic structure, and it approaches zero as the distance decreases toward zero [1 - 3]. An “ultra low profile dipole (ULPD) antenna”, which is a horizontal dipole very closely located to an infinite conducting plane was proposed to solve the impedance matching issue [4]. A half wavelength dipole is excited at the offset points from its center, so that reasonable impedance can be obtained even with a conducting plane in proximity to the dipole. The maximum gain of 8.4 dBi, which is higher than that of a half-wave dipole with a quarter wavelength distance between the dipole and the reflector, is obtained. In order to realize ULPD, however, a 3 dB coupler and a 90° phase shifter are needed. In [5], the unbalanced feed to the ultra low profile inverted L antenna located very close on a rectangular conducting plane and analyzed numerically and experimentally. This antenna may call this antenna as “ULPIL antenna” for convenience.

As a low profile antenna, the base fed inverted F (BFIF) antenna is well known [6-12]. This antenna is composed of the base fed inverted L antenna and the short-circuited stub for impedance matching. In this chapter, the characteristics of ULPIL antenna are compared with those of the BFIF antenna. The mechanisms of impedance matching of two antennas are compared. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator WIPL-D based on the Method of Moments is used [13].

2.2 Structure of proposed antenna

Fig. 2.1(a) shows the structure of the ULPIL antenna located on a rectangular conducting plane. The size of conducting plane is \(p \times p + p \times m\) by \(p \times p + p \times m\). The
semi-rigid coaxial cable with the characteristic impedance of $50 \ \Omega$ is mounted on the conducting plane. The radius of the outer conductor is $1.095 \ mm$ and that of the inner conductor is $0.255 \ mm$, and the polytetrafluoroethylene is filled within a coaxial cable [14]. This antenna consists of a horizontal arm in the $y$-direction and a small leg in the $z$-direction. The coaxial cable is extended behind ground plane. The generator is connected to the bottom end of coaxial cable. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable is extended from the end of outer conductor, that is, this antenna is excited at the end of outer conductor in the numerical analysis. The height of horizontal element is $h$. Fig. 2.1(b) shows the conventional, base fed inverted F antenna. The design frequency is $2.45 \ \text{GHz}$.

Figure 2.1. ULPIL antenna and BFIF antenna on a rectangular conducting plane.
2.3 Result and discussion

2.3.1 ULPIL antenna

The fixed antenna parameters are as follows; \( pxp = pxm = 15 \text{ mm}, pym = 10 \text{ mm}, pyp = 44 \text{ mm} \). Table 2.1 shows the return loss bandwidth and the directivity of ULPIL antenna for different antenna height \( h \). The length of horizontal element \( L \) and the feed point position \( L_1 \) are optimized so that the resonant frequency becomes to be 2.45 GHz.

Table 2.1 Return Loss and directivity of ULPIL antenna for different antenna height.

<p>| ( h ) | ( L ) | ( L_1 ) | Return Loss Bandwidth | Directivity at 2.45GHz |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(mm)</th>
<th>(mm)</th>
<th>(mm)</th>
<th>( f_{low} ) (GHz)</th>
<th>( f_{high} ) (GHz)</th>
<th>(%)</th>
<th>(dBi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>2.439</td>
<td>2.459</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>2.417</td>
<td>2.480</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>4.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>2.392</td>
<td>2.509</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>2.386</td>
<td>2.545</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>4.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>2.334</td>
<td>2.581</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( pxm = pxp = 15 \text{ mm}, pym = 10 \text{ mm}, pyp = 44 \text{ mm} \)

Fig. 2.2 shows the input impedance characteristics of ULPIL for different \( L \). \( L_1 = 22.6 \text{ mm}, h = 4\text{ mm} \) are fixed. In the case of \( L = 31 \text{ mm} \), the resonant frequency becomes to be 2.45 GHz. In the figure, the input impedances at the design frequency of 2.45 GHz are indicated by “x”. When \( L \) is 30 mm, the input reactance becomes capacitive. On the other hand, when \( L \) is 32 mm, the input reactance becomes inductive. This is easily explained by the transmission line theory [15]. The input reactance of the open-circuited parallel line becomes capacitive if its length becomes shorter than a quarter wavelength. Fig. 2.3 shows the reflection coefficient for different \( L \). \( L_1 \) is optimized so that the S11 becomes smallest at the resonant frequency in each case. The resonant frequencies in the case of \( L = 30 \text{ mm}, 31 \text{ mm}, \) and \( 32 \text{ mm} \) are 2.535 GHz, 2.45 GHz, and 2.375 GHz, respectively. The length of \( L \) becomes almost a quarter wavelength at each resonant frequency. This means that the resonant frequency can be adjusted by \( L \).
Figure 2.2. Input impedance characteristics of ULPIL antenna for different $L$.
$h = 4$ mm, $L_1 = 22.6$ mm, $pxm = pxp = 15$ mm, $pym = 10$ mm, $ppy = 44$ mm.

Figure 2.3. S11 characteristics of ULPIL antenna for different $L$. $L_1$ is optimized.
$h = 4$ mm, $pxm = pxp = 15$ mm, $pym = 10$ mm, $ppy = 44$ mm.

Fig. 2.4 shows the calculated current distributions of ULPIL with $L_1 = 22.6$ mm and that of the base fed inverted L antenna. The input impedance is defined by the ratio of the impressed voltage and the feed point current. Therefore the input resistance becomes smaller, as $L_1$ becomes smaller. The input impedance
is 50 Ω in the case of $L_1$ is 22.6 mm. That of base fed inverted L antenna is 4.06+j26.85Ω. The directivity of ULPIL with $L_1 = 22.6$ mm and the base fed inverted L antenna are 4.34 dBi and 4.86 dBi, respectively. Since the input impedance of the base fed inverted L antenna is mismatched to 50 Ω, its actual gain becomes small.

2.3.2. BFIF antenna

The parameters of conducting plane are fixed as $pxp = pxm = 15$ mm, $pym = 10$ mm, and $pyp = 44$ mm. Table 2.2 shows the return loss bandwidth and the directivity of the BFIF antenna for different antenna height $h$ in the case of the length of short stub $L_s = 3.3$ mm. Fig. 2.5 shows the input impedance characteristics of the BFIF antenna for different $h$. In the BFIF antenna, the input impedance is adjusted by changing the element length $L$ and short-circuited stub length $L_s$.

Table 2.2 Return Loss and directivity of BFIF antenna for different antenna height.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_s$ (mm)</th>
<th>$h$ (mm)</th>
<th>$L$ (mm)</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth</th>
<th>Directivity at 2.45GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>2.388 2.520 5.39 4.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>2.353 2.556 8.29 3.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>2.334 2.587 10.33 3.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>2.312 2.610 12.16 3.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pxm = pxp = 15 mm, pym = 10 mm, pyp = 44 mm

Fig. 2.6 shows the comparison of the return loss bandwidth between ULPIL antenna and BFIF antenna. When the height $h$ of the BFIF antenna is less than 7 mm (about 0.05 λ) the return loss bandwidth larger than 10 dB is not satisfied even though the short stub is added. Therefore, in Fig. 2.6, data are not shown in the case of $h$ is less than 7 mm.
2.3.3 Equivalent circuits

The BFIF antenna is composed of the base fed inverted L antenna and the short-circuited stub. Fig. 2.7 shows the base fed inverted L antenna and the
short-circuited stub. In order to evaluate the electrical length of vertical element of antenna, the monopole antenna with its height \( h \) shown in Fig. 2. 7(c) is calculated. Fig. 2. 8 shows the equivalent circuit of BFIF antenna. The input admittance of the base fed inverted L antenna is shown at A. The short-circuited stub is connected in parallel with the base fed inverted L antenna at the bend (B).

![Graph](image)

**Figure 2.6.** Comparison of return loss bandwidth between ULPIL antenna and base fed inverted F antenna. \( p_{xm} = p_{xp} = 15 \text{ mm}, \ p_{ym} = 10 \text{ mm}, \ p_{yp} = 44 \text{ mm}, \ L_s = 3.3 \text{ mm} \).

Fig. 2.9 shows the how the short-circuited stub works as the matching circuit. The antenna height \( h \) is 6 mm, the length of short-circuited stub \( L_s \) is 3.3 mm. In this case, the return loss larger than 10 dB is not satisfied. The input admittances of base fed inverted L antenna and BFIF antenna at the design frequency of 2.45 GHz are indicated as A (\( Y_{BFIL} \)) and D (\( Y_{BFIF} \)), respectively. In the figure, the input admittances of base fed inverted L antenna at the frequency of 2.4 GHz and 2.5 GHz are indicated as \( A_{2.4} \) and \( A_{2.5} \), respectively. The input admittances of BFIF antenna are shown as \( D_{2.4} \) and \( D_{2.5} \). The input admittances of the short-circuited stub and the monopole antenna are shown as \( F (Y_{SS}) \) and \( G (Y_{Mono}) \), respectively. The short-circuited stub is connected at the bend of inverted L antenna. Therefore the observation point is moved from the feed point to the bend. Therefore, the phase shift from A to B on the Smith chart is considered corre-
sponding to the length of antenna height. The normalized susceptance at B is $j2.252$. This susceptance is partially cancelled by the short-circuited stub. Consequently, the input admittance of BFIF antenna is shown at D. In order to match the input admittance, larger susceptance of short-circuited stub is needed as the antenna height becomes shorter. This is why the return loss larger than 10 dB is not satisfied in the case of $h = 6$ mm and $L_s = 3.3$ mm.

Next, the matching mechanism of the ULPIL antenna is discussed. Fig. 2.10 shows the base fed inverted L antenna. Fig. 2.11 shows the equivalent circuit of ULPIL antenna. The input impedance of base fed inverted L antenna (BFIL) is shown at A. The short-circuited stub seen to the base and the open-circuited stub seen to the antenna end are connected at the feed point B of ULPIL antenna. Therefore the observation point of the input impedance is moved from the base to the feed point.

![Diagram of BFIF antenna components](image)

(a) Base fed inverted L antenna (BFIL)

(b) Short-circuited stub (SS)

(c) Monopole antenna

Figure 2.7. Components of BFIF antenna.

![Equivalent circuit of BFIF antenna](image)

Figure 2.8. Equivalent circuit of BFIF antenna.
Figure 2.9. Impedance matching of BFIF antenna.

\[ h=6\text{mm}, L=23.3\text{mm}, L_s=5\text{mm}, pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}, pym=10\text{mm}, pyp=44\text{mm}. \]

Figure 2.10. Base fed inverted L antenna (BFIL).

Figure 2.11. Equivalent circuit of ULPIL antenna.

Fig. 2.12 shows the how the input impedance is matched. The input impedance of base fed inverted L antenna and ULPIL antenna at the design frequency of 2.45 GHz are indicated as A and C, respectively. In the figure, the input impedances of base fed inverted L antenna at the frequency of 2.4 GHz and 2.5 GHz are indicated as \( A_{2.4} \) and \( A_{2.5} \), respectively. The input impedances of ULPIL antenna are also shown as \( C_{2.4} \) and \( C_{2.5} \). The phase shift from the base to the feed point of ULPIL antenna is shown as A to B in the Smith chart. At the feed point, the
short-circuited stub and the open-circuited stub are connected in series. The input impedance of two stubs is almost opposite phase to the input capacitance at B. Therefore, the input capacitance at B is cancelled by the two stubs connected in series. As a result, the input impedance of ULPIL antenna is matched to 50 Ω at C.

![Figure 2.12. Impedance matching of ULPIL antenna.](image)

Figure 2.12. Impedance matching of ULPIL antenna. \( h=2\text{mm}, \ L=31.8\text{mm}, \ L_1=26.9\text{mm}, \ pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}, \ pym=10\text{mm}, \ pyp=44\text{mm} \)

### 2.4 Conclusion

The ULPIL antenna has been analyzed numerically and its characteristics have been compared with those of the BFIF antenna. The mechanism of impedance matching of these two antennas have been discussed. In the BFIF antenna, the short-circuited stub is connected in parallel with the base fed inverted L antenna. As the antenna height becomes shorter, the short-circuited stub with shorter length is needed. On the other hand, in the ULPIL antenna, the short-circuited stub seen to the base and the open-circuited stub seen to the antenna end are connected in series at the feed point. The input impedance of base fed inverted L antenna is compensated with two stubs. This means that the ULPIL antenna has a built-in automatic tuning circuit.
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III. Ultra Low Profile Antenna for 2.45 GHz Wireless Communications

3.1 Introduction

Recent technologies enable wireless communication devices to become physically smaller in size. Antenna size is obviously a major factor that limits miniaturization. In the few years, the designs of low-profile antennas for handheld wireless devices have been developed [1]. The low profile antennas do not extend very far from the surface they are mounted on. On the other hand, the height of previous antennas are $\lambda/10$ ($\lambda$: wavelength) or more. An example of low profile antennas is a base fed inverted L antenna. The input impedance of base fed inverted L antenna is close to that of the monopole antenna with reactance value due to additional horizontal section parallel to the antenna ground plane. It has a low resistance and high reactance characteristics. The degradation due to impedance mismatch can be recovered by feeding the antenna on the horizontal element.

Since the mismatch loss decreases radiation efficiency, it is desirable to modify the structure of the inverted L antenna to achieve a nearly resistive input impedance that is easily matched to a standard coaxial line. Reducing the antenna height has the disadvantage of reducing the bandwidth, but offers the advantages of smaller size and improved radiation characteristics.

The authors have proposed an ultra low profile, unbalanced fed inverted L antenna located very close on a rectangular conducting plane [2]. We may call this antenna as “ULPIL antenna” for convenience. This antenna consists of a coaxial cable. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable is extended from the end of outer conductor. Therefore, this antenna is excited at the end of outer conductor. The antenna height is around $\lambda/30$. This antenna is a horizontally polarized antenna. The length of horizontal element of this antenna is almost $\lambda/4$. The input impedance of this antenna is matched to 50 $\Omega$ by adjusting the position of feed point. When the size of conducting plane is 0.245 $\lambda$ by 0.49$\lambda$, the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 2.45 % and the directivity
is 4.24 dBi. In this antenna, the current flows on the conducting plane. Therefore the current on the horizontal element and on the conducting plane contribute to the radiation.

The inverted F antenna and planar inverted F antenna are well known as the other typical low-profile antennas. The inverted F antenna can be configured by bending a quarter wavelength monopole element mounted on a conducting plane into an L shape and by feeding at a point offset from the mounting point [3]. The inverted F antenna possesses good properties as required for wireless local area network application and mobile application at 2.45 GHz and it also provide a fairly return loss bandwidth [4, 5, 6, 7 and 8].

In this chapter, the ultra low profile, conventional base fed inverted F antenna (ULPIF antenna) on a rectangular conducting plane is numerically analyzed and its characteristics are compared with the previously proposed ULPIL antenna. The inverted F antenna in Figure 1(b) is identical to a transmission line antenna of length \( h + L + Ls \) fed at the tap point (shorted element) \( Ls \). Alternately, the configuration is treated as a small loop inductor, consisting of the feed probe and the inverted-L element behind the feed point, resonated with the capacitance of a horizontal wire above a ground plane. The addition of the element is done to simplify the input impedance settings. The elements may be extruded from the wire form to a planar form to realize an increase in impedance and gain bandwidth. However, a small degradation in gain may be seen [9].

In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator WIPL-D based on the method of moment is used. The method of moment is effective for analyzing the characteristics of antennas mounted on the portable radio equipment with the dimensions comparable to the wavelength. To improve the characteristics of the ULPIF antenna such as the impedance characteristics, the return loss bandwidth and the electric fields radiation pattern, the length of antenna element, the antenna height, the length of shorting element, and the size conducting plane are optimized [3, 10]. The advantages of the design of the antenna are the small size, the height less than \( \lambda/10 \) and the low cost material.
3.2 Analytical model

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3. 1. The structure of Unbalanced fed Ultra Low Profile Inverted L Antenna (ULPIL Antenna) and Conventional base fed Ultra Low Profile Inverted F Antenna (ULPIF Antenna) on finite conducting plane.

Figure 3.1(a) shows the structure of the unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna located on a rectangular conducting plane, and Figure 3.1(b) shows the conventional base fed ULPIF antenna. The size of conducting plane is $pxp+pxm$ by $pyp+pym$. The coaxial radiator is mounted on the conducting plane. The radius of the outer conductor is 1.095 mm and that of the inner conductor is 0.255 mm. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable is extended from the end of outer conductor, this antenna is excited at the end of outer conductor. The height $h$ of antenna is from 5 mm to 12 mm, and the length $Ls$ of shorted antenna element is from 3.3 mm to 10mm. The length of horizontal elements $L$ and
$L_1$ are optimized. The design frequency is 2.45 GHz. The wavelength $\lambda$ at 2.45 GHz is 122.45 mm. The size of conducting plane is considered as 20.8 mm by 60 mm. At the design frequency of 2.45 GHz, the size of conducting plane becomes 0.17 $\lambda$ by 0.49$\lambda$.

3.3 Results and discussion

![Graphs showing input impedance characteristics of Unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna and Conventional base fed ULPIF antenna.](a) ULPIF antenna ($L_2$=3.3mm)  (b) ULPIL antenna

(c) ULPIL antenna and ULPIF antenna with $L_2$=6.8mm

Figure 3.2. Input impedance characteristics of Unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna and Conventional base fed ULPIF antenna ($L_2$=6.8 mm).
In the ULPIF antenna, the addition of the extra inverted $L$ element behind the feed point tunes the input impedance of the antenna. To obtain the impedance of 50 $\Omega$, the length of horizontal elements $L$, $L_1$, and shorted element $L_s$ must be adjusted, while considering the current distribution on the conducting plane by adjusting its size. For ULPIF antenna, the impedance is adjusted by also changing the antenna height $h$, otherwise the size of finite conducting plane may be not changed [3].

### 3.3.1 Impedance and Electric field radiation pattern characteristics

![Electric field radiation patterns](image)

Figure 3.3. Electric field radiation patterns of Unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna and Conventional base fed ULPIF antenna ($L_s=6.8$ mm) at 2.45 GHz

Figure 3.3 (a) illustrates how the calculated input impedance of an ULPIF antenna changes when the antenna height $h$ is altered while the length of shorted
antenna element is fixed as $L_s = 3.3$ mm. Figure 3.2 (b) shows the calculated input impedance of ULPIF antenna with different antenna height $h$.

Figure 3.2 (c) shows the calculated input impedance of ULPIF antenna with antenna height $h = 10$ mm, length of horizontal antenna elements $L = 26.6$ mm and $LL = 14$ mm, the shorted antenna element $Ls = 6.8$ mm, the size of conducting plane is 20.8 mm by 60 mm and ULPIF antenna with antenna height $h = 10$ mm, length of horizontal antenna elements $L = 27$ mm and $LL = 10.2$ mm, and the size of conducting plane is 30 mm by 60 mm.

In Figure 3.2(c), the length of shorted antenna element $Ls$ is extended to 6.8 mm for the ease of fabrication.

The energy radiated by the antenna in a particular direction is measured in terms of field strength at a point which is at a particular distance from antenna. The radiation pattern of the antenna is a graph which shows the variation of actual field strength of electromagnetic field at all points which are at equal distance from antenna [12].

Figure 3.3 (a) shows the computed electric field radiation patterns of ULPIF antenna and Figure 3.3 (b) shows the computed electric field radiation patterns of the base fed ULPIF antenna. The calculation condition are antenna height $h = 10$ mm, horizontal antenna elements $L = 26.6$ mm and $LL = 14$ mm, shorted element $Ls = 6.8$ mm, and the size of conducting plane is 20.8 mm by 60 mm and ULPIF antenna with antenna height $h = 10$ mm, horizontal elements $L = 27$ mm and $LL = 10.2$ mm, and the size of conducting plane 30 mm by 60 mm. From these figures it is clear that the antenna will give desired radiation characteristics.

The vertically polarized gain of the ULPIF antenna is maximum in the equatorial plane with a vertical null in the $z$ direction. There is not a null in the $y$-$z$ plane due to currents on the horizontal antenna elements. The maximum directivities in the $z$ direction are 3.88 dBi for ULPIF antenna and 3.94 dBi for ULPIF antenna. The vertically directed currents on the ULPIF antenna cause a cross polarization component in the $x$-$z$ plane.
3.3.2. *Returns Loss Bandwidth Characteristics*

Table 3.1 Return loss band width and directive gain of conventional base fed ULPIF antenna for different \( h \) and \( L_s \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>h [mm]</th>
<th>Ls [mm]</th>
<th>L [mm]</th>
<th>L1 [mm]</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth [%]</th>
<th>Directive gain at 2.45 GHz [dBi]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>24.10</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>14.69</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>13.88</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>24.70</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>16.30</td>
<td>13.88</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>25.30</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>11.02</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>11.43</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>25.60</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>25.90</td>
<td>17.30</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>26.80</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>27.40</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>27.50</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>27.80</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>27.80</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>27.90</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>28.40</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>28.40</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>29.10</td>
<td>14.80</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB and the directive gain of ULPIF antenna in the z direction by adjusting the antenna height \( h \) and length of shorted antenna element \( L_s \). Since the height of ULPIF antenna is reduced, the shorted element becomes narrower.

Table 3.2 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth of ULPIL antenna and the directive gain in the z direction for different antenna height \( h \). The
parameters of horizontal antenna element $L$ and $L1$ are optimized to match the input impedance to 50 $\Omega$ at the frequency of 2.45 GHz.

Table 3.2 Return loss band width and directive gain of unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna for different $h$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$h$ [mm]</th>
<th>$L$ [mm]</th>
<th>$L1$ [mm]</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth</th>
<th>Directive gain at 2.45 GHz [dB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_{\text{low}}$ [GHz]</td>
<td>$f_{\text{high}}$ [GHz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Return loss band width and directive gain of conventional base fed ULPIF antenna for different $h$ ($Ls=6.8$mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$h$ [mm]</th>
<th>$L$ [mm]</th>
<th>$L1$ [mm]</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth</th>
<th>Directive gain at 2.45 GHz [dB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$f_{\text{low}}$ [GHz]</td>
<td>$f_{\text{high}}$ [GHz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth and the directive gain in the $z$ direction of the conventional base fed ULPIF antenna for different antenna height $h$. The shorted element $Ls$ is fixed as 6.8 mm. When the antenna height $h$ is 10 mm, the directive gain of ULPIF antenna becomes larger than that of ULPIL antenna. This may be due to that the total length of horizontal element of the ULPIF antenna $L+L1+Ls$ is a little bit longer than that of ULPIL antenna.
Figure 3.4. Return Loss Characteristics of Unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna and Conventional base fed ULPIF antenna at 2.45 GHz.
Figure 3.4 (a) shows the calculated return loss characteristics of ULPIL antenna for different antenna height \( h \). Figure 3.4 (b) shows the return loss characteristics of ULPIF antenna. The lengths of shorted element \( L_s \) and antenna height \( h \) are adjusted. Figure 3.4 (c) shows the calculated return loss characteristics of ULPIF antenna with antenna height \( h = 10 \) mm, horizontal antenna elements \( L = 26.6 \) mm and \( L_1 = 14 \) mm, shorted element \( L_s = 6.8 \) mm, and the size of conducting plane is 20.8 mm by 60 mm and ULPIL antenna with antenna height \( h = 10 \) mm, horizontal elements \( L = 27 \) mm and \( L_1 = 10.2 \) mm, and the size of conducting plane 30 mm by 60 mm.

As the antenna height of the ULPIL antenna becomes higher, the upper frequency of the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB increases and the lower frequency decreases. On the other hand, the return loss characteristics of the ULPIF antenna is almost same for different antenna height for shorted element \( L_s \) of 3.3 mm.
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Figure 3.5. Return Loss Bandwidth of Unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna and Conventional base fed ULPIF antenna (\( L_s=6.8 \) mm) at 2.45 GHz.

The directive gain becomes larger as the antenna height \( h \) becomes lower when the minimum length of shorted element \( L_s \) is 3.3 mm while the minimum
height \( h \) of this antenna is 6 mm. On the other hand, its return loss bandwidth becomes narrow.

Figure 3.5 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth with different antenna height \( h \) of ULPIF antenna with shorted antenna element \( L_s = 6.8 \) mm and ULPIL antenna. The ULPIF antenna has smaller mutual coupling between currents on the antenna and on the conducting plane. On the ULPIL antenna, the stronger coupling occurs between the currents on the antenna element on the conducting plane and its bandwidth is narrower than ULPIF antenna.

3.4 Conclusion

The ultra low profile, base fed inverted F antenna (ULPIF antenna) on a rectangular conducting plane has been analyzed numerically. The calculated return loss and the directive gain of this antenna has been compared with those of the unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna. The directive gain of ULPIF antenna is higher than that of ULPIL antenna. When the size of conducting plane is 0.17 \( \lambda \) by 0.49\( \lambda \) and antenna height is 0.08 \( \lambda \), the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 15.92 % and the directivity is 3.94 dBi. The antenna height is less than 0.1 \( \lambda \), this may be promising as the base station antenna or mobile terminal antenna of the wireless communication system. The proposed antenna will be validated through measurement.
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IV. Ultra Low Profile, Unbalanced Fed Inverted F Antenna for 2.45 GHz Wireless Communication System

4.1 Introduction

The small and low-profile antenna for the miniaturization of communication equipment is needed for mobile communication systems. The low profile antennas do not extend very far from the surface they are mounted on. The well known low profile antenna is inverted F antenna for its abilities to allow a simplify impedance matching and to controlling both the return loss bandwidth and directive gain [1]. The inverted F antenna possesses good properties as required for wireless local area network application and mobile applications and it also provide a fairly return loss bandwidth. For further information refer to [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]. In this chapter, the ultra low profile, unbalanced fed inverted F antenna is proposed and its characteristics are compared with the previous proposed low profile unbalanced inverted L antenna which is located very close on rectangular conducting plane [7] and [8]. Measured trough the fabrication is needed to validate its calculation characteristics. The proposed ultra low profile, unbalanced inverted F antenna, and then we called ULPF for the convenience. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator “WIPL-D” is used [9].

4.2 Analytical Model

The unbalanced fed inverted F antenna is identical to a transmission line antenna of length $h + L + L_s \approx \lambda/4$. Alternately, the configuration is treated as a small loop inductor, consisting of the feed probe and the inverted L element behind the feed point, resonated with the capacitance of a horizontal wire above a ground plane, shown by Fig. 1. The sum of horizontal elements, $L$, $L_s$ and the height antenna effects to the resonant frequency of the antenna. If the antenna height $h$ is low, a capacitive coupling between conducting plane
and the upper part of antenna occurs; hence the total length of horizontal element can be reduced. The length of short stub $L_s$ has no effect onto the resonant frequency but to the input Impedance [10].

Fig. 4.1 shows the structure of the proposed ULPIF antenna located on a rectangular conducting plane ($pxp+pxm$ by $pyp+pym$) and its size is fixed as $pxp=pxm=15$ mm, $pyp=43.2$ mm and $pym=16.8$ mm when the length of short stub $L_s$ is 6.8 mm. The coaxial radiator is mounted on the conducting plane. The radius of the outer conductor is 0.8 mm and that of the inner conductor is 0.16 mm. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable is extended from the end of outer conductor. Therefore, this antenna is excited at the end of outer conductor. The height of horizontal element is $h$. The design frequency is 2.45 GHz. The wavelength $\lambda$ at 2.45 GHz is 122.45 mm.

### 4.3 Results and discussion

The ULPIF antenna is analyzed by adjusting the antenna height $h$. The limitation maximum $h$ is $1/10 \, \lambda$ (wavelength). The heights $h$ are 6 mm, 8 mm and 10 mm for the calculation analysis. The length of short stub $L_s$ is adjusted in order to enhance the antenna gain even though it has limitation when the horizontal antenna very closed to the conducting plane. The length of horizontal
antenna $L1$ is adjusted in order to tune at the frequency design, on the other hand other horizontal $L$ is adjusted due to impedance matching 50 Ohm. The length of horizontal elements $L$ and $L1$ are increased by reducing the antenna height.

Table 4.1 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth and the directive gains in the z direction of ULPIL antenna, ULPIF antenna and low profile conventional base fed inverted F (Base Fed IF) antenna for different antenna height $h$. The directive gain of ULPIF antenna is larger than that of ULPIL antenna. This may be due to that the total length of horizontal element of the ULPIF antenna $L+L1+Ls$ is a little bit longer than that of ULPIL antenna. When the height $h$ is $0.08\lambda$, the total length element of ULPIF and ULPIL are $0.34\lambda$ and $0.3\lambda$, respectively. The base fed IF antenna has wider the bandwidth antenna and smaller gain than the ULPIF. Increasing the antenna height decreases the total of horizontal element. The calculation results indicate the antenna return loss bandwidth increases nearly linearly with the antenna height; on the other hand the directivity reduces.

Table 4.1 Return loss bandwidth and directive gain of ULPIL and ULPIF antenna for different height of antenna at 2.45 GHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$h$ [mm]</th>
<th>$L$ [mm]</th>
<th>$L1$ [mm]</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth</th>
<th>Directive Gain at 2.45 GHz [dBi]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ULPIL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>2.40 2.50 4.08</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>2.38 2.53 6.12</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>2.35 2.55 8.16</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULPIF, $Ls=6.8$ mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>2.41 2.50 3.67</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>2.38 2.52 5.71</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>2.46 2.55 7.76</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Fed IF,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>2.15 2.64 20.00</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>2.22 2.61 15.92</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>2.27 2.61 13.88</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth of ULPIF antenna and the directive gain in the z direction for different length of short stub $L_s$ and antenna height $h$ when the size conducting plane $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$ by $pym=16.8\text{mm}$ + $pyp=42.2\text{mm}$ at 2.45 GHz. The length of short stub $L_s$ can be reduced due to the antenna gain enhancement, on the other hand the bandwidth antenna little bit becomes narrower. The $L_s$ adjustment almost doesn’t affect on the length of horizontal elements $L$ and $L_1$.

Table 4.2 Return loss bandwidth and directive gain of ULPIL and ULPIF antenna for different height and length short stub of antenna at 2.45 GHz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_s$ [mm]</th>
<th>$L$ [mm]</th>
<th>$L_1$ [mm]</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth</th>
<th>Directive Gain at 2.45 GHz [dBi]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f-low [GHz]</td>
<td>f-high [GHz]</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h=6\text{mm}$</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h=8\text{mm}$</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h=10\text{mm}$</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b show the calculated input impedance and return loss characteristics result between ULPIF ($h=10\text{mm}$, $L_s=6.8\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$), ULPIL ($h=10\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=50\text{mm}$) and Base Fed IF antenna ($h=10\text{mm}$, $L_s=6.8\text{mm}$, $L+L_s=21.4\text{mm}$, $L+L_s=33.8\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=10.4\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$).

Figure 4.2c and Figure 4.2d show comparison return loss bandwidth and the directive gain between ULPIL ($pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=50\text{mm}$),
ULPIF (\(L_s=6.8\text{mm, }pxp=pxm=15\text{mm, }pym=16.8\text{mm, }pyp=43.2\text{mm}\)) with different \(h\) at 2.45 GHz and Base Fed IF antenna (\(h=10\text{mm, }L_s=6.8\text{mm, }L1+L_s=21.4\text{mm, }L+L_s=33.8\text{mm, }pxp=pxm=10.4\text{mm, }pym=16.8\text{mm, }pyp=43.2\text{mm}\)). The antenna bandwidth increases linearly, by increase the antenna height. Figure 4.3 shows the directive gain of ULPIF antenna (\(h=10\text{mm, }pxp=pxm=15\text{mm, }pym=16.8\text{mm, }pyp=43.2\text{mm}\)) by investigate on length of short stub \(L_s\). Figure 4.4a shows the photograph of fabricated ULPIF antenna. Figure 4.4b and Figure 4.4c show the return loss and the input impedance characteristics of the ULPIF antenna, respectively. In the calculation the parameters are \(h=10\text{mm, }L_s=6.8\text{mm, }L1+L_s=17.9\text{mm, }L+L_s=34.6\text{mm, }pxp=pxm=15\text{mm, }pym=10\text{mm, }pyp=50\text{mm}\) and in the measurement are \(h=10\text{mm, }L_s=6.6\text{mm, }L1+L_s=17.1\text{mm, }L+L_s=34.1\text{mm, }pxp=pxm=15\text{mm, }pym=16.8\text{mm, }pyp=43.2\text{mm}\). The measured results are agree well with the calculated results.

Fig. 4.2a. Input Impedance characteristic of ULPIL (\(h=10\text{mm, }pxp=pxm=15\text{mm, }pym=10\text{mm, }pyp=50\text{mm}\)), ULPIF (\(h=10\text{mm, }L_s=6.8\text{mm, }pxp=pxm=15\text{mm, }pym=16.8\text{mm, }pyp=43.2\text{mm}\)) and Base Fed IF antenna (\(h=10\text{mm, }L_s=6.8\text{mm, }L1+L_s=21.4\text{mm, }L+L_s=33.8\text{mm, }pxp=pxm=10.4\text{mm, }pym=16.8\text{mm, }pyp=43.2\text{mm}\)).
Fig. 4.2b. Return Loss characteristic of ULPIL (h=10mm, \(pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}, \ pym=10\text{mm}, \ pyp=50\text{mm}\)) ULPIF (h=10mm, \(Ls=6.8\text{mm}, \ pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}, \ pym=16.8\text{mm}, \ pyp=43.2\text{mm}\)) and Base Fed IF antenna (h=10mm, \(Ls=6.8\text{mm}, \ L1+Ls=21.4\text{mm}, \ L+Ls=33.8\text{mm}, \ pxp=pxm=10.4\text{mm}, \ pym=16.8\text{mm}, \ pyp=43.2\text{mm}\)).

Fig. 4.2c. Comparison the return loss bandwidth between ULPIL, ULPIF and Base Fed IF antenna with different \(h\) at 2.45 GHz.
Fig. 4.2d. Comparison the directive gain between ULPIL, ULPIF and Base Fed IF antenna with different $h$ at 2.45 GHz.

Fig.4.3. The directive gain of ULPIF at 4.25GHz ($pxp=pxm=15mm$, $pym=16.8mm$, $pyp=43.2mm$) with different $Ls$. 
Fig. 4.4a. The photograph of fabricated ULPIF antenna ($h=10$mm, $L_s=6.6$mm, $L_1+L_s=17.1$mm, $L+L_s=34.1$mm, $p_{xp}=p_{xm}=15$mm, $p_{ym}=16.8$mm, $p_{yp}=43.2$mm).

Fig. 4.4b. Input Impedance characteristic of ULPIF (Calculation; $h=10$mm, $L_s=6.8$mm, $L_1+L_s=17.9$mm, $L+L_s=34.6$mm, $p_{xp}=p_{xm}=15$mm, $p_{ym}=16.8$mm, $p_{yp}=43.2$mm) and (Measurement; $h=10$mm, $L_s=6.6$mm, $L_1+L_s=17.1$mm, $L+L_s=34.1$mm, $p_{xp}=p_{xm}=15$mm, $p_{ym}=16.8$mm, $p_{yp}=43.2$mm).
Fig. 4.4c. Return Loss characteristic of ULPIF (Calculation; \( h=10\text{mm}, L_s=6.8\text{mm}, L_1+L_s=17.9\text{mm}, L+L_s=34.6\text{mm}, pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}, pym=10\text{mm}, pyp=50\text{mm} \)) and (Measurement; \( h=10\text{mm}, L_s=6.6\text{mm}, L_1+L_s=17.1\text{mm}, L+L_s=34.1\text{mm}, pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}, pym=16.8\text{mm}, pyp=43.2\text{mm} \)).

4.4 Conclusion

The ULPIF antenna on a rectangular conducting plane has been proposed. The return loss and the directive gain of this antenna have been compared with those of the base fed inverted F antenna and the ULPIL antenna. The directive gain of proposed antenna is higher than that of base fed inverted F antenna. When the size of conducting plane is \( 0.245 \lambda \) by \( 0.49 \lambda \) and antenna height is \( \lambda/20 \), the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 3.67 % and the directive gain is 4.15 dBi. The measurement results are agree well with the calculation results. This ULPIF antenna may be promising as the base station antenna or mobile terminal antenna of the wireless communication system.
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V. Two Low Profile Unbalanced Fed Inverted L Elements on Square Conducting Plane for MIMO Applications

5.1. Introduction

The demand for high data rate and large channel capacity of users in recent mobile communication systems drives the MIMO systems as the subject of investigation for several years [1]. A practical MIMO antenna should have a low signal correlation between antenna elements and good impedance matching characteristics [2] [3]. The mutual coupling is an important factor when antennas have been used for MIMO applications [4] [5]. Higher mutual coupling may result in lower antenna efficiencies and higher correlation coefficients. The effect of mutual coupling on the capacity of MIMO wireless channel was studied in [6]. One of the most critical parameter affecting mutual coupling and correlation is the spacing between antenna elements. Analytical studies have shown that the distance between typical antenna elements such as dipole antenna needs to be at least half wavelengths for minimal or no mutual coupling [7]. However, since the distance is limited due to the small area which the elements are placed, especially at the portable MIMO-enabled devices, the MIMO antennas should be designed as small as possible. This is more conspicuous when MIMO antennas will be used in small terminal devices and more effort will be devoted to devising new MIMO antenna elements with compact and reasonable antenna characteristics [8]-[10]. The authors have proposed the unbalanced fed, ultra low profile inverted L antenna on a rectangular conducting plane for mobile terminal devices [11] [12]. When the size of conducting plane is 0.245 $\lambda$ ($\lambda$: wavelength) by 0.49 $\lambda$ and the antenna height is $\lambda/30$, and the length of horizontal element is around a quarter wavelength, the input impedance of this antenna is matched to 50 $\Omega$ and its directivity becomes more than 4 dBi. In this antenna, the electromagnetic field is strongly excited between the inverted L element and the conducting plane. Therefore even though two inverted L antennas are closely located, the mutual coupling may be weak.
Several other designs of MIMO antenna satisfy for the requirement of MIMO systems; unfortunately these antennas have limitation of size for practical MIMO application. Also in general, MIMO antennas consist of complicated structures [13]-[18]. For example, in [17], two meandered monopoles with a gamma matching and a folded T-shaped stub between radiators are printed on an FR4 substrate with its size of 30 mm by 15 mm. Its directivity is less than 0 dBi. In this chapter, the very simple antenna composed of two unbalanced fed, ultra low profile inverted L antennas on a square conducting plane with its size of 55 mm is proposed as MIMO antenna applications [19]. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator WIPL-D based on the Method of Moments is used [20].

5.2. Antenna Structure

Figure 5.1 shows the structure of the proposed antenna. Two identical low profile inverted L antenna elements with the height $h = 4$ mm are mounted on the square conducting plane with its size of 55 mm by 55 mm. The antenna size corresponds to $0.45 \lambda$ by $0.45 \lambda$ by $0.03 \lambda$ at the design frequency of 2.45 GHz. The antenna elements are composed of the semi rigid coaxial cable with outer and inner radius 1.095 mm and 0.255 mm, respectively. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable is extended from the end of outer conductor, that is, each antenna element is excited at the end of outer conductor. The distance $d$ between two antenna elements are investigated in order to reduce the mutual coupling. Furthermore the distance is challenged to be less than half wavelength. Both the distance $pym$ between the vertical element to the back edge of the ground plane and distance $pyp$ between the vertical element to the front edge are fixed as 10 mm and 45 mm, respectively. In each case of the distance between two antennas, the length of horizontal elements $L$ and $L1$ are optimized to achieve impedance matching at the center frequency of 2.45 GHz. Figure 5.2 shows other arrangements of antenna elements.
Figure 5.1. The structure of proposed antenna; arrangement-1 \((pym = 10 \text{ mm}, pyp = 45 \text{ mm}, h=4\text{mm})\).

Figure 5.2  (a) Arrangement-2; opposite parallel and (b) arrangement-3; face to face perpendicular arrangements.

5.3. Results and Discussion

In the calculation, the distance \(d\) between two inverted L antennas is changed from 30 mm to 45 mm. Table 5.1 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth larger than 10 dB, \(S21\) and the directive gain in the \(z\) direction at 2.45 GHz for the different distance \(d\) between two inverted L elements. Figure 5.3 shows calculated \(S\) parameters of the optimized proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1 for different distance \(d\) between two antenna elements. \(S21\) becomes smaller than -20 dB as the distance \(d\) become longer than 41 mm.
Table 5.1. Calculated return loss bandwidth, S21 and directivity for different distance between two antennas $d$ (arrangement-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$h=4$ mm, $ pym=10$ mm, $ pyp=45$ mm</th>
<th>Return loss bandwidth</th>
<th>S21 at 2.45 GHz</th>
<th>Dir. Gain at 2.45 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d / pxp$</td>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>$L1$</td>
<td>[MHz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/12.5</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35/10</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41/7</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45/5</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.3. Calculated S parameters of proposed antenna for different $d$ (arrangement-1, $h=4$mm, $ pym=10$mm, $ pyp=45$mm).

Table 5.2 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth, S21 and the directive gain in the z direction at 2.45 GHz for different antenna height $h$. When the height of antenna is increased, both the length of horizontal elements $L$ and $L1$ become shorter. This means that the resonant frequency is determined by the total length of horizontal and vertical elements. Figure 5.4 shows calculated S param-
eters of the proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1 for different antenna height $h$. The return loss bandwidth and S21 become smaller as the antenna height $h$ becomes smaller. As the antenna height becomes smaller, the electromagnetic field concentrates near the excited antenna element. Therefore the return loss bandwidth becomes narrower and the mutual coupling between two antennas becomes weak.

Table 5.2. Calculated return loss bandwidth and directivity for different antenna height $h$ (arrangement-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d=41$ mm, $py=10$ mm, $py=45$ mm, $px=7$ mm</th>
<th>Return loss bandwidth</th>
<th>S21 at 2.45 GHz</th>
<th>Dir. gain at 2.45 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>$LI$</td>
<td>MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5 shows the return loss bandwidth larger than 10 dB and the directive gain in the z direction at 2.45 GHz of the proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1 for different distance $d$ between two antenna elements and for different height $h$ of antenna. Both the directive gain and the return loss bandwidth become larger by extending the distance between two antennas.

Figure 5.6 shows the directive gain in the z direction at the proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1. Figure 5.7 shows the current distribution of proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1 at 2.45 GHz. The inverted L element-1 is excited and the element-2 is terminated with 50 Ω load. The large surface current is induced near inverted L element-1, on the other hand weak surface current is induced on the element-2 at resonant frequency of 2.45 GHz. This means that the good isolation between two elements is achieved.
Figure 5.4. Calculated S parameters of proposed antenna for different $h$ (arrangement-1, $d=41\text{mm}$, $pxp=7\text{mm}$, $pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=45\text{mm}$).

Figure 5.8 shows the electric field radiation patterns on zx plane, yz plane and xy plane of the proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1 at 2.45 GHz when inverted L element-1 is fed and inverted L element-2 is terminated by the matching load $50\ \Omega$. The peak gain of antenna-1 is 4.12 dBi. The current distribution on the inverted L antennas in the y direction and the surface on the conducting plane in the x and y directions contribute to the radiation. Therefore there are no deep nulls in any direction, although omnidirectional polarization antennas are used in general.
Figure 5.5. Return loss bandwidth and directive gain in z direction at 2.45 GHz (arrangement-1; pxp=7mm, pym=10mm, pyy=45mm).

Figure 5.6. Calculated the directive gain at z direction (arrangement-1; pxp=7mm, pym=10mm, pyy=45mm, h=4mm, d=41mm).
Figure 5.7. Calculated current distribution at frequency of 2.45 GHz (arrangement-1; \(h=4\) mm, \(d=41\) mm, \(pxp=7\) mm, \(pym=10\) mm, \(pyp=45\) mm, \(L=31.2\) mm, \(LI=21.4\) mm).

Figure 5.8. Simulated electric field radiation pattern of proposed antenna at 2.45 GHz (arrangement-1; \(h=4\) mm, \(d=41\) mm, \(pxp=7\) mm, \(pym=10\) mm, \(pyp=45\) mm, \(L=31.2\) mm, \(LI=21.4\) mm).

Figure 5.9 shows the near field distributions in the zx plane including feed points of arrangement-1, in the zx plane including the feed point of element1 of arrangement-2, and in the yz plane including feed point of element-2 of arrangement-3 at 2.45 GHz.
Figure 5.9. The near field distribution at 2.45 GHz ($h=4\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$, $pxp=7\text{mm}$, $pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyy=45\text{mm}$, $L=31.2\text{mm}$, $LI=21.4\text{mm}$).

Figure 5.10 shows the near field distributions in xy plane including horizontal elements of each arrangement at 2.45 GHz. The good isolation is achieved in the balanced structure as proposed MIMO arrangement-1. Whereas, it can be seen that two elements are highly coupled to each other at arrangement-2 and arrangement-3.
Figure 5.10. The near field distribution on horizontal elements of xy plane at 2.45 GHz ($h=4\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$, $pxp=7\text{mm}$, $pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=45\text{mm}$, $L=31.2\text{mm}$, $L1=21.4\text{mm}$)

From Figure 5.7, 5.9 and 5.10, in the case of proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1, the surface current on the conducting plane between two antennas is small and the electromagnetic field becomes weak near the conducting plane between two antennas. This means that the mutual coupling is mainly not by the current flowing on the conducting plane but by the spatial coupling.
Figure 5.11 shows the reflection coefficients of three arrangements. The placement of inverted L elements as arrangement-1 obtains the best isolation between two elements.

Figure 5.12 shows the calculated and measured S parameters of proposed MIMO arrangement-1. The fairly good agreement between calculated and measured results is obtained.

![Figure 5.11](image)

The correlation coefficient of the proposed MIMO antenna is calculated through S parameter. The correlation coefficient \( \rho_e \) of a two element inverted L antenna system can be calculated by the following equation [21];

\[
\rho_e = \frac{|S_{11} \ast S_{12} + S_{21} \ast S_{22}|^2}{(1 - (|S_{11}|^2 + |S_{21}|^2))(1 - (|S_{22}|^2 + |S_{12}|^2))}
\]  

(5-1)
Figure 5.12. Calculated and measured S parameters of the proposed MIMO antenna ($pxp=7\text{mm}$, $pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=45\text{mm}$, $h=4\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$).

Figure 5.13. Calculated and measured correlation coefficient between two inverted L antennas (arrangement-1; $pxp=7\text{mm}$, $pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=45\text{mm}$, $h=4\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$).

Figure 5.13 shows calculated and measured correlation coefficient of the proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1. The correlation coefficient becomes
less than 0.02, which means that the proposed antenna has good diversity gain when antenna height and the distance between inverted L elements are 4 mm and 41 mm, respectively.

5.4. Conclusion

The MIMO antenna composed of two unbalanced fed, ultra low profile inverted L antenna elements has been proposed. Two inverted L elements are parallel located on the square conducting plane with its size of 0.45 λ by 0.45 λ. The height of inverted L antennas is 0.03 λ, and the distance between two inverted L antennas is 0.34 λ. With a very simple structure, the antenna has the good performances. The calculated and measured return loss bandwidths larger than 10 dB are 2.41 GHz to 2.50 GHz and 2.44 GHz to 2.53 GHz, respectively. The directive gain is 4.12 dBi. The proposed antenna is promising for MIMO application systems.
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VI. Dual Band MIMO Antenna Composed of Two Low Profile Unbalanced Fed Inverted L Antennas for Wireless Communication

6.1. Introduction

The dual band antennas have been investigated with the development of wireless communication systems in recent years [1]-[8]. Most of these dual or multiple band antennas have an omnidirectional radiation pattern. In some applications such as wireless base station or access point, the unidirectional radiation pattern is needed. In order to realize the unidirectional radiation pattern, the antenna size becomes larger [4], [6] and [8]. A higher order mode may be excited in such antenna and large ripples may exist in the radiation pattern at the upper frequency bands [4]-[6]. The interference and the antenna gain reduction may occur due to the large ripple for base station or access point applications. Therefore the compact dual band antenna with unidirectional radiation pattern is desired. The dual or multiple band MIMO antennas are widely used for wireless communication because they become as an effective solution to enhance the channel capacity [9], [10]. One of authors has proposed the dual band antenna composed of the unbalanced fed inverted L antenna for 1.4 GHz and 2.2 GHz bands [11]. In [11], the parasitic element was located above an unbalanced fed inverted L antenna for higher band excitation. This antenna is promising as the candidate of the dual band antenna because it provides two distinct resonant modes for achieving dual-band operation. Furthermore, the authors have studied the advantages of inverted L antennas for wireless communication systems [12]-[13], and proposed the simple design and low cost material antenna for single band MIMO antenna systems [14]-[15].

In this chapter, a dual band MIMO antenna composed of two parallel identical ultra low profile inverted L antennas located on square conducting plane. The proposed antenna has a simple design and works at frequency bands of 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz. In order to satisfy the MIMO antenna system requirements, the pro-
posed antenna is investigated on mutual coupling between two inverted L elements and diversity gain through correlation coefficient value [16]-[19]. The electromagnetic simulator WILP-D based on Method of Moments is used for numerical analysis for the reason of shorter computation time compared with other simulation methods [20]. Then its results are validated with the measurement.

6.2. Antenna Structure

![Fig. 6.1. The structure of proposed MIMO antenna.](image)

Figure 6.1 shows the proposed dual band MIMO antenna. The proposed structure is configured by two low profile inverted L antennas located on finite conducting plate with dimension 55 mm by 55 mm (0.45 \( \lambda_{2.45} \) by 0.45 \( \lambda_{2.45} \)). \( \lambda_{2.45} \) is the wavelength at the frequency of 2.45 GHz. The parasitic element is placed above the horizontal element of low profile inverted L antenna. The feed points are located at the distance \( L1 \) from the bend of horizontal elements of the inverted L antennas. Both the lengths of \( L1 \) and \( L \) are adjusted to obtain the 50 Ohm impedance matching. In the calculation, the height of inverted L antenna \( h1 \) is set as 5 mm or 6 mm. The length of parasitic elements \( Lp \) is determined so that the upper resonant frequency becomes to be 5 GHz. In the previous study in [12], the optimum distance between two inverted L antennas was 41 mm in the case of the conducting plane was 55 mm by 55 mm. Therefore the distance between inverted
L antennas $d$ is set to be 41 mm. The inverted L antenna is composed of the semi-rigid coaxial cables with the radius of inner and outer conductors are 0.255 mm and 1.095 mm, respectively. The radius of parasitic elements is 1.095 mm. The distance between the vertical element of inverted L antennas and the edge on back-side $pym$ is set as 10 mm. The distance between the vertical element of inverted L antennas and the edge on front side $pyp$ is set as 45 mm. The distances between vertical element of inverted L antennas and outer edge on right and left side $pxp$ are fixed as 7 mm.

6.3. Results and Discussion

![Graph showing calculated scattering parameter of proposed antenna](image)

Fig. 6.2. Calculated scattering parameter of proposed antenna; $pyp=45$mm, $pxp=7$mm, $pym=10$mm, $d=41$mm.

Figure 6.2 show the calculated scattering parameters of proposed MIMO antenna. The S11 bandwidth less than -10dB of the proposed antenna are 5.71% (2.38 GHz - 2.52GHz) for lower frequency band and 6% (4.87 GHz - 5.17GHz) for higher frequency band. The mutual coupling between two ports is less than -21 dB in the lower band and less than -23 dB in the higher one.
Fig. 6.3. The calculated current distributions of proposed antenna; \( h_1 = 6 \text{mm}, \ h_2 = 9 \text{mm}, \ p_{yp} = 45 \text{mm}, \ p_{xp} = 7 \text{mm}, \ p_{ym} = 10 \text{mm}, \ d = 41 \text{mm}. \)

Fig. 6.4. The calculated current distributions of proposed antenna; \( h_1 = 5 \text{mm}, \ h_2 = 8 \text{mm}, \ p_{yp} = 45 \text{mm}, \ p_{xp} = 7 \text{mm}, \ p_{ym} = 10 \text{mm}, \ d = 41 \text{mm}. \)

Figure 6.3(a) and Figure 6.3(b) show the calculated current distributions at lower frequency of 2.45 GHz and higher frequency of 5 GHz. The height of inverted L antenna and parasitic element are \( h_1 = 6 \text{mm} \) and \( h_2 = 9 \text{mm}, \) respectively. Figure 6.4(a) and Figure 6.4(b) show the calculated current distributions when \( h_1 = 5 \text{mm} \) and \( h_2 = 8 \text{mm}. \) A surface current on the conducting plane between two inverted L antennas is small. This means that the proposed structure achieves a good isolation. When the height of inverted L antenna is 5 mm, a large surface current flows on the conducting plane under the inverted L antenna. Due to the strong mutual coupling between inverted L antenna and the conducting plane, the frequency bandwidth becomes slightly narrow.
Fig. 6.5. Calculated and measured scattering parameter; \( h1=6\,\text{mm}, h2=9\,\text{mm}, pyp=45\,\text{mm}, pxp=7\,\text{mm}, pym=10\,\text{mm}, d=41\,\text{mm} \).

Fig. 6.6. The directive gain of the proposed antenna in z direction; \( pyp=45\,\text{mm}, pxp=7\,\text{mm}, pym=10\,\text{mm}, d=41\,\text{mm} \).

Figure 6.5 show the comparison of calculated and measured scattering parameters of proposed MIMO antenna when the height of inverted L antenna and parasitic elements are \( h1=6\,\text{mm} \) and \( h2=9\,\text{mm} \), respectively. The scattering parameters are measured by the 6GHz board network analyzer R3760 by Advantest. The measured scattering parameters agree well with the calculated ones.
Figure 6.6 shows the directive gain of proposed MIMO antenna in the z direction. In both of cases of antenna height, the almost the same directive gain 4.11 dBi is obtained at 2.45 GHz. At 5 GHz, the current on the parasitic element is strongly excited. Since the equivalent size of antenna becomes large, the directive gain more than 8.11 dBi is obtained at this frequency.

![Graph showing correlation coefficients](image)

**Fig. 6.7.** Correlation coefficient; $py_p=45\text{mm}$, $px_p=7\text{mm}$, $py_m=10\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$.

The MIMO antenna system correlation factor will be significantly degraded with high coupling levels. It can be calculated from the scattering parameters in isotropic/ uniform signal propagation [21]. The correlation coefficient $\rho_e$ is important to achieve the required diversity gain of the MIMO antenna systems. When $\rho_e$ becomes lower, the higher diversity gain is obtained. The value of $\rho_e$ can be calculated by using [22];

$$\rho_e = \frac{|S_{11}S_{12} + S_{21}S_{22}|^2}{(1 - |S_{11}|^2)(1 - |S_{22}|^2) (1 - |S_{12}|^2)} \quad (6-1)$$

Figure 6.7 shows the calculated correlation coefficients in two cases of antenna height. It is evident that the proposed antenna with enhanced isolation satisfies the MIMO requirements for spatial diversity with the value of $\rho_e$ are less than 0.005 at both of lower and upper frequency bands. Figure 6.8 shows the calculated and measured correlation coefficient of the proposed MIMO antenna when the height of inverted antenna and the height of antenna elements are 6 mm.
and 9 mm, respectively. A good agreement between calculated and measured results is obtained.

![Correlation Coefficient Chart](image)

Fig. 6.8. Correlation coefficient; $h1=6\text{mm}$, $h2=9\text{mm}$, $pyp=45\text{mm}$, $pxp=7\text{mm}$, $pym=10\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$.

Figure 6.9 shows the calculated electric field radiation pattern in $xy$-plane, $xz$-plane and $yz$-plane at 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz when the height of inverted L antenna is $h1=6\text{mm}$ and height of parasitic element is $h2=9\text{mm}$, respectively. When the height of inverted of inverted L antenna is reduced to 5 mm, the calculated electric field radiation pattern are shown at Figure 6.10. As a result, the radiation patterns of the proposed antenna tends to cover complementary space region, which can provide pattern diversity to overcome the multipath fading problem and enhance the system performance.

Figure 6.11 shows the calculated near field distribution of the proposed antenna in $xz$-plane including the feed point in the case of $h1=6\text{mm}$ and $h2=9\text{mm}$. The weak mutual coupling between two inverted L antennas is archived. It clearly illustrates that the spatial coupling is dominant at operation frequency bands since the small current are flowing on the conducting plane between two inverted L antennas.
Fig. 6.9. Electric field radiation pattern; $h_1=6\text{mm}$, $h_2=9\text{mm}$, $\text{py}_p=45\text{mm}$, $\text{px}_p=7\text{mm}$, $\text{py}_m=10\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$.

Fig. 6.10. Electric field radiation pattern; $h_1=5\text{mm}$, $h_2=8\text{mm}$, $\text{py}_p=45\text{mm}$, $\text{px}_p=7\text{mm}$, $\text{py}_m=10\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$.
Figure 6.11. The near field distribution at 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz. \( h1=6\text{mm}, \) \( h2=9\text{mm}, \) \( d=41\text{mm}, \) \( pxp=7\text{mm}, \) \( pym=10\text{mm}, \) \( pyp=45\text{mm}, \) \( L=28.9\text{ mm}, \) \( L1=14.2\text{mm}, \) \( Lp=27.1\text{mm} \)
6.4. Conclusion

In this chapter, a simple design and fabrication of dual band MIMO antenna composed of two ultra low profile inverted L antenna has been presented. The proposed antenna satisfies the MIMO system requirements with correlation coefficient less than 0.005 at both frequency bands. When the antenna size is 55 mm by 55 mm by 9 mm, the S11 bandwidth of 5.71\% (140 MHz) at lower band of 2.45 GHz and 6 \% (300MHz) at upper band of 5 GHz are obtained. The directive gains are 4.11 dBi at 2.45 GHz and 8.22 dBi at 5GHz. The good agreement of calculated and measured scattering parameters and the correlation coefficients are obtained. The presented design is suitable for MIMO communication applications.
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VII. Summary of Publications

[i] **Unbalanced Fed Ultra Low Profile Inverted L Antenna on a Rectangular Conducting Plane; Equivalent Circuit Expression**

The characteristics of the unbalanced fed ultra low profile inverted L (ULPIL) antenna are compared with those of the base fed inverted F (BFIF) antenna. The mechanisms of impedance matching of two antennas are discussed. In the BFIF antenna, the short-circuited stub is connected in parallel with the base fed inverted L antenna. In the ULPIL antenna, the short-circuited stub seen to the base and the open-circuited stub seen to the antenna end are connected in series at the feed point. The input impedance of base fed inverted L antenna is compensated with two stubs. This means that the ULPIL antenna is the transmission line type antenna with a built-in automatic tuning circuit.

[ii] **Dual Band MIMO Antenna Composed of Two Low Profile Unbalanced Fed Inverted L Antennas for Wireless Communications**

A low profile dual-band multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) antenna system is proposed. The proposed MIMO antenna consists of two low profile unbalanced fed inverted L antennas with parasitic elements to resonate at 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz. The structure is uncomplicated by locating two ultra low profile inverted L antennas on the finite conducting plane. The proposed MIMO antenna is numerically and experimentally analyzed. When the size of conducting plane is 55 mm by 55 mm and the height of antenna is 9 mm, the directive gain of 4.11 dBi and the return loss bandwidth of 5.71% are achieved for lower frequency of 2.45 GHz. At the upper frequency of 5 GHz, the directive gain of 8.22 dBi and the return loss bandwidth of 6% are obtained. The proposed antenna has good diversity gain, shown by the correlation coefficient becomes less than 0.005 at the frequency of 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz band when the distance between inverted L elements is 41 mm. A good agreement between calculated and measured results is obtained. The results show the weak mutual coupling of the proposed antenna and
this feature enables it to cover the required bandwidths for WLAN operation at the 2.4 GHz band and 5 GHz band.

[iii] Two Low Profile Unbalanced Fed Inverted L Elements on Square Conducting Plane for MIMO Applications

Two ultra low profile inverted L antennas are located on the square conducting plane is numerically and experimentally analyzed as the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) antenna system. When the size of conducting plane is 0.45 \( \lambda \) by 0.45 \( \lambda \) and the height of antenna is 0.03 \( \lambda \), the directive gain of 4.12 dBi and the return loss bandwidth of 3.67% are achieved. The proposed antenna has good diversity gain, shown by the correlation coefficient becomes less than 0.02 at the frequency of 2.45 GHz band when the distance between inverted L elements are 0.33 \( \lambda \). The results show the weak mutual coupling of the proposed antenna and its performances are promising as MIMO antenna applications.

.iv] Two element ultra low profile inverted L antennas on finite conducting plate for MIMO applications

As the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) antenna system, two ultra low profile inverted L antennas are located on the rectangular conducting plane is proposed and numerically analyzed. The directive gain of 4.12 dBi and the return loss bandwidth of 3.27\% are achieved when the size of conducting plane is 0.45\( \lambda \) by 0.45 \( \lambda \) (\( \lambda \): wavelength). The results show the weak mutual coupling of the proposed antenna and its characteristics are promising as MIMO antenna application.

[v] Ultra Low Profile, Unbalanced FED Inverted F Antenna for 2.45 GHz Wireless Communication System

An ultra low profile unbalanced inverted antenna is proposed, which is analyzed numerically and its characteristics are compared with those ultra low profile inverted L antenna and conventional base fed inverted antenna then compared with its measured results. The design frequency is 2.45 GHz. When the size of
conducting plane is $0.245\lambda$ by $0.49\lambda$ and antenna height is $\lambda/20$, the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 3.67 % and the directive gain is 4.15 dBi. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator “WIPL-D” based on the method of moment is used.

[vi] Ultra Low Profile Antenna for 2.45 GHz Wireless Communication

The ultra low profile, conventional base fed F antenna is analyzed numerically and its characteristics are compared with those of the unbalanced fed, ultra low profile inverted L antenna. The design frequency is 2.45 GHz. When the size of conducting plane is $0.17\lambda$ by $0.49\lambda$ and the antenna height is $0.08\lambda$, the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 15.92 % and the directivity is 3.94 dBi. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator “WIPL-D” based on the method of moment is used.

[vii] Ultra Low Profile, Unbalanced Fed Inverted F Antenna on Finite Conducting Plane

The ultra low profile, unbalanced fed inverted F antenna is proposed and its characteristics are compared with those of the base fed inverted F antenna and the ultra low profile inverted L antenna. When the size of conducting plane is $0.245\lambda$ by $0.49\lambda$ and antenna height is $l/30$, the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 2.45 % and the directivity is 4.35 dBi. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator “WIPL-D” based on the method of moment is used.
VIII. General Conclusion

This thesis contributes to the advancement in design of dual band MIMO antenna at frequency band of 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz for wireless communication. Based on inverted L antenna structures, the proposed dual band MIMO are studied to obtain the good performances at the frequency bands. The base fed and unbalanced fed inverted F antennas are also studied. In diversity and MIMO performance evaluation, the studied antennas have been evaluated by measurements.

Moreover, dual band MIMO antennas for diversity need to be small, to be simple design, provides good impedance matching, low mutual coupling and envelope correlation between antennas.

Apart from the mentioned topics, future work should also consider the availability and current trends of advanced signal processing and developed triple or more bands MIMO antennas. Thus, many interesting challenges are waiting to be addressed in the near future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The input impedance of horizontal dipole located very close to a perfect conducting plane becomes low due to the existence of a metallic structure, and it approaches zero as the distance decreases toward zero [1 - 3]. An “ultra low profile dipole (ULPD) antenna”, which is a horizontal dipole very closely located to an infinite conducting plane was proposed to solve the impedance matching issue [4]. A half wavelength dipole is excited at the offset points from its center, so that reasonable impedance can be obtained even with a conducting plane in proximity to the dipole. The maximum gain of 8.4 dBi, which is higher than that of a half-wave dipole with a quarter wavelength distance between the dipole and the reflector, is obtained. In order to realize ULPD, however, a 3 dB coupler and a 90° phase shifter are needed. The authors have applied the unbalanced feed to the ultra low profile inverted L antenna located very close on a rectangular conducting plane and analyzed numerically and experimentally [5]. We may call this antenna as “ULPIL antenna” for convenience.

As a low profile antenna, the base fed inverted F (BFIF) antenna is well known [6-12]. This antenna is composed of the base fed inverted L antenna and the short-circuited stub for impedance matching. In this paper, the characteristics of ULPIL antenna are compared with those of the BFIF antenna.

II. STRUCTURE OF PROPOSED ANTENNA

Fig. 1(a) shows the structure of the ULPIL antenna located on a rectangular conducting plane. The size of conducting plane is \( p_x \times p_y + p_x \times p_m \) by \( p_y \times p_m \). The semi-rigid coaxial cable with the characteristic impedance of 50 \( \Omega \) is mounted on the conducting plane. The radius of the outer conductor is 1.095 mm and that of the inner conductor is 0.255 mm, and the polytetrafluoroethylene is filled within a coaxial cable [14]. This antenna consists of a horizontal arm in the y-direction and a small leg in the z-direction. The coaxial cable is extended behind ground plane. The generator is connected to the bottom end of coaxial cable. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable is extended from the end of outer conductor, that is, this antenna is excited at the end of outer conductor in the numerical analysis. The height of horizontal element is \( h \). Fig. 1(b) shows the conventional, base fed inverted F antenna. The design frequency is 2.45 GHz.

Figure 1. ULPIL antenna and BFIF antenna on a rectangular conducting plane.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. ULPIL antenna

The fixed antenna parameters are as follows; \( p_{xm} = p_{yp} = 15 \text{ mm}, p_{ym} = 10 \text{ mm}, p_{yp} = 44 \text{ mm} \). Table 1 shows the return loss bandwidth and the directivity of ULPIL antenna for different antenna height \( h \). The length of horizontal element \( L \) and the feed point position \( L_1 \) are optimized so that the resonant frequency becomes to be 2.45 GHz.

Fig. 2 shows the input impedance characteristics of ULPIL for different \( L \). \( L_1 = 22.6 \text{ mm}, h = 4 \text{ mm} \) are fixed. In the case of \( L = 31 \text{ mm} \), the resonant frequency becomes to be 2.45 GHz. In the figure, the input impedances at the design frequency of 2.45 GHz are indicated by “x”. When \( L = 30 \text{ mm} \), the input reactance becomes capacitive. On the other hand, when \( L = 32 \text{ mm} \), the input reactance becomes inductive. This is easily explained by the transmission line theory [15]. The input reactance of the open-circuited parallel line becomes capacitive if its length becomes shorter than a quarter wavelength. Fig. 3 explains the reflection coefficient for different \( L, h \). \( h \) is fixed. The S11 becomes smallest at the resonant frequency in each case. The resonant frequencies in the case of \( L = 30 \text{ mm}, 31 \text{ mm}, 32 \text{ mm} \) are 2.535 GHz, 2.45 GHz, and 2.375 GHz, respectively. The length of \( L \) becomes almost a quarter wavelength at each resonant frequency. This means that the resonant frequency can be adjusted by \( L \).

![Figure 3. S11 characteristics of ULPIL antenna for different L.](image)

**TABLE I. RETURN LOSS AND DIRECTIVITY OF ULPIL ANTENNA FOR DIFFERENT ANTENNA HEIGHT.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( h ) (mm)</th>
<th>( L ) (mm)</th>
<th>( L_1 ) (mm)</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth ( f_{low}, f_{high} ) (GHz)</th>
<th>Directivity at 2.45GHz (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>2.439, 2.459</td>
<td>0.82, 2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>2.417, 2.480</td>
<td>0.28, 2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>2.392, 2.509</td>
<td>0.78, 4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>2.386, 2.545</td>
<td>0.69, 4.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>2.334, 2.581</td>
<td>1.08, 3.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( p_{xm} = p_{yp} = 15 \text{ mm}, p_{ym} = 10 \text{ mm}, p_{yp} = 44 \text{ mm} \)

![Figure 2. Input impedance characteristics of ULPIL antenna for different L.](image)

B. BFIF antenna

The parameters of conducting plane are fixed as \( p_{xm} = p_{yp} = 15 \text{ mm}, p_{ym} = 10 \text{ mm}, p_{yp} = 44 \text{ mm} \). Table 2 shows the return loss bandwidth and the directivity of the BFIF antenna for different antenna height \( h \) in the case of the length of short stub \( L_s =3.3 \text{ mm} \). Fig. 5 shows the input impedance characteristics of the BFIF antenna for different \( h \). In the BFIF antenna, the input impedance is adjusted by changing the element length \( L \) and short-circuited stub length \( L_s \).

![Figure 4. Calculated current distribution at 2.45 GHz for different \( L_1 \).](image)

\( h = 4 \text{ mm}, L = 31 \text{ mm}, p_{xm} = p_{yp} = 15 \text{ mm}, p_{ym} = 10 \text{ mm}, p_{yp} = 44 \text{ mm} \).
Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the return loss bandwidth between ULPIL antenna and BFIF antenna. When the height $h$ of the BFIF antenna is less than 7 mm (about 0.05 $\lambda$), the return loss bandwidth larger than 10 dB is not satisfied even though the short stub is added. Therefore, in Fig. 6, data are not shown in the case of $h$ is less than 7 mm.

C. Equivalent Circuits

The BFIF antenna is composed of the base fed inverted L antenna and the short-circuited stub. Fig. 7 shows the base fed inverted L antenna and the short-circuited stub. In order to evaluate the electrical length of vertical element of antenna, the monopole antenna with its height $h$ shown in Fig. 7(c) is calculated. Fig. 8 shows the equivalent circuit of BFIF antenna. The input admittance of the base fed inverted L antenna is shown at A. The short-circuited stub is connected in parallel with the base fed inverted L antenna at the bend (B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_s$ (mm)</th>
<th>$h$ (mm)</th>
<th>$L$ (mm)</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth</th>
<th>Directivity at 2.45GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>2.388</td>
<td>2.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>2.353</td>
<td>2.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>2.334</td>
<td>2.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>2.312</td>
<td>2.610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, the matching mechanism of the ULPIL antenna is discussed. Fig. 10 shows the base fed inverted L antenna. Fig. 11 shows the equivalent circuit of ULPIL antenna. The input impedance of base fed inverted L antenna (BFIL) is shown at A. The short-circuited stub seen to the base and the open-circuited stub seen to the antenna end are connected at the feed point B of ULPIL antenna. Therefore the observation point of the input impedance is moved from the feed point to the bend. Therefore, the phase shift from A to B on the Smith chart is considered corresponding to the length of antenna height. The normalized susceptance at B is $j2.252$. This susceptance is partially cancelled by the short-circuited stub. Consequently, the input admittance of BFIF antenna is shown at D. In order to match the input admittance, larger susceptance of short-circuited stub is needed as the antenna height becomes shorter. This is why the return loss larger than 10 dB is not satisfied in the case of $h = 6$ mm and $L_s = 3.3$ mm.
stubs connected in series. As a result, the input impedance of therefore, the input capacitance at B is cancelled by the two

circuited stub are connected in series. The input impedance of

chart. At the feed point, the short-circuited stub and the open-
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of base fed inverted L antenna is compensated with two stubs.

This means that the ULPIL antenna has a built-in automatic tuning circuit.
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Abstract

A low profile dual-band multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) antenna system is proposed. The proposed MIMO antenna consists of two low profile unbalanced fed inverted L antennas with parasitic elements to resonate at 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz. The structure is uncomplicated by locating two ultra low profile inverted L antennas on the finite conducting plane. The proposed MIMO antenna is numerically and experimentally analyzed. When the size of conducting plane is 55 mm by 55 mm and the height of antenna is 9 mm, the directive gain of 4.11 dBi and the S₁₁ bandwidth of 5.71% are achieved for lower frequency of 2.45 GHz. At the upper frequency of 5 GHz, the directive gain of 8.22 dBi and the S₁₁ bandwidth of 6% are obtained. The proposed antenna has good diversity gain, shown by the correlation coefficient becomes less than 0.005 at the frequency of 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz band when the distance between inverted L elements is 41 mm. A good agreement between calculated and measured results is obtained. The results show that the weak mutual coupling of the proposed antenna and this feature enables it to cover the required bandwidths for WLAN operation at the 2.4 GHz band and 5 GHz band.
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1. Introduction

The dual band antennas have been investigated with the development of wireless communication systems in re-
sent years [1]-[8]. Most of these dual or multiple band antennas have an omnidirectional radiation pattern. In some applications such as wireless base station or access point, the unidirectional radiation pattern is needed. In order to realize the unidirectional radiation pattern, the antenna size becomes larger [4] [6] [8]. A higher order mode may be excited in such antenna and large ripples may exist in the radiation pattern at the upper frequency bands [4]-[6]. The interference and the antenna gain reduction may occur due to the large ripple for base station or access point applications. Therefore the compact dual band antenna with unidirectional radiation pattern is desired. The dual or multiple band MIMO antennas are widely used for wireless communication because they become as an effective solution to enhance the channel capacity [9] [10]. One of authors has proposed the dual band antenna composed of the unbalanced fed inverted L antenna for 1.4 GHz and 2.2 GHz bands [11]. In [11], the parasitic element was located above an unbalanced fed inverted L antenna for higher band excitation. This antenna is promising as the candidate of the dual band antenna because it provides two distinct resonant modes for achieving dual-band operation. Furthermore, the authors have studied the advantages of inverted L antennas for wireless communication systems [12] [13], and proposed the simple design and low cost material antenna for single band MIMO antenna systems [14] [15].

In this paper, a dual band MIMO antenna composed of two parallel identical ultra low profile inverted L antennas located on square conducting plane. The proposed antenna has a simple design and works at frequency bands of 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz. In order to satisfy the MIMO antenna system requirements, the proposed antenna is investigated on mutual coupling between two inverted L elements and diversity gain through correlation coefficient value [16]-[19]. The electromagnetic simulator WILP-D based on the method of moments is used for numerical analysis for the reason of shorter computation time compared with other simulation methods [20]. Then its results are validated with the measurement.

2. Antenna Structure

Figure 1 shows the proposed dual band MIMO antenna. The proposed structure is configured by two low profile inverted L antennas located on finite conducting plate with dimension 55 mm by 55 mm (0.45 \(\lambda_{2.45}\) by 0.45 \(\lambda_{2.45}\)). \(\lambda_{2.45}\) is the wavelength at the frequency of 2.45 GHz. The parasitic element is placed above the horizontal element of low profile inverted L antenna. The feed points are located at the distance \(L_1\) from the bend of horizontal elements of the inverted L antennas. Both the lengths of \(L_1\) and \(L\) are adjusted to obtain the 50 Ohm impedance matching. In the calculation, the height of inverted L antenna \(h_1\) is set as 5 mm or 6 mm. The length of parasitic elements \(L_p\) is determined so that the upper resonant frequency becomes to be 5 GHz. In the previous study in [12], the optimum distance between two inverted L antennas was 41 mm in the case of the conducting plane was 55 mm by 55 mm. Therefore the distance between inverted L antennas \(d\) is set to be 41 mm. The inverted L antenna is composed of the semi rigid coaxial cables with the radius of inner and outer conductors are 0.255 mm and 1.095 mm, respectively. The radius of parasitic elements is 1.095 mm. The distance between the vertical element of inverted L antennas and the edge on backside \(pym\) is set as 10 mm. The distance between the vertical element of inverted L antennas and the edge on front side \(pyp\) is set as 45 mm. The distances between vertical element of inverted L antennas and outer edge on right and left side \(pxp\) are fixed as 7 mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antenna parameters</th>
<th>Unit:mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_p)</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_r)</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h_1)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h_1')</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pym)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( pxp)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inner radius of wire</td>
<td>0.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outer radius of wire</td>
<td>1.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conducting plane dimension</td>
<td>55 x 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pxp)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pym)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pyp)</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The structure of proposed MIMO antenna.
3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 show the calculated scattering parameters of proposed MIMO antenna. The $S_{11}$ bandwidth less than $-10$ dB of the proposed antenna are $5.71\%$ (2.38 - 2.52 GHz) for lower frequency band and $6\%$ (4.87 - 5.17 GHz) for higher frequency band. The mutual coupling between two ports is less than $-21$ dB in the lower band and less than $-23$ dB in the higher one.

Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) show the calculated current distributions at lower frequency of 2.45 GHz and higher frequency of 5 GHz. The height of inverted L antenna and parasitic element are $h_1 = 6$ mm and $h_2 = 9$ mm, respectively. Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) show the calculated current distributions when $h_1 = 5$ mm and $h_2 = 8$ mm. A surface current on the conducting plane between two inverted L antennas is small. This means that the proposed structure achieves a good isolation. When the height of inverted L antenna is 5 mm, a large surface current flows on the conducting plane under the inverted L antenna. Due to the strong mutual coupling between inverted L antenna and the conducting plane, the frequency bandwidth becomes slightly narrow.
Figure 5 show the comparison of calculated and measured scattering parameters of proposed MIMO antenna when the height of inverted L antenna and parasitic elements are $h_1 = 6$ mm and $h_2 = 9$ mm, respectively. The scattering parameters are measured by the 6 GHz board network analyzer R3760 by Advantest. The measured scattering parameters agree well with the calculated ones.

Figure 6 shows the directive gain of proposed MIMO antenna in the $z$ direction. In both of cases of antenna height, the almost the same directive gain 4.11 dBi is obtained at 2.45 GHz. At 5 GHz, the current on the parasitic element is strongly excited. Since the equivalent size of antenna becomes large, the directive gain more than 8.11 dBi is obtained at this frequency.

The MIMO antenna system correlation factor will be significantly degraded with high coupling levels. It can be calculated from the scattering parameters in isotropic/uniform signal propagation [21]. The correlation coefficient $\rho_e$ is important to achieve the required diversity gain of the MIMO antenna systems. When $\rho_e$ becomes lower, the higher diversity gain is obtained. The value of $\rho_e$ can be calculated by using [22];

$$
\rho_e = \frac{|S_{11} * S_{22} + S_{21} * S_{12}|^2}{\left(1 - (|S_{11}|^2 + |S_{21}|^2)\right) \left(1 - (|S_{22}|^2 + |S_{12}|^2)\right)}
$$

Figure 7 show the calculated correlation coefficients in two cases of antenna height. It is evident that the proposed antenna with enhanced isolation satisfies the MIMO requirements for spatial diversity with the value of $\rho_e$ are less than 0.005 at both of lower and upper frequency bands. Figure 8 shows the calculated and measured scattering parameters.
ured correlation coefficient of the proposed MIMO antenna when the height of inverted antenna and the height of antenna elements are 6 mm and 9 mm, respectively. A good agreement between calculated and measured results is obtained.

Figure 9 show the calculated electric field radiation pattern in $xy$-plane, $xz$-plane and $yz$-plane at 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz when the height of inverted L antenna is $h_1 = 6$ mm and height of parasitic element is $h_2 = 9$ mm, respectively. When the height of inverted of inverted L antenna is reduced to 5 mm, the calculated electric field radiation pattern are shown at Figure 10.

As a result, the radiation patterns of the proposed antenna tends to cover complementary space region, which can provide pattern diversity to overcome the multipath fading problem and enhance the system performance.

Figure 11 shows the calculated near field distribution of the proposed antenna in $xz$-plane including the feed point in the case of $h_1 = 6$ mm and $h_2 = 9$ mm. The weak mutual coupling between two inverted L antennas is archived. It clearly illustrates that the spatial coupling is dominant at operation frequency bands since the small current are flowing on the conducting plane between two inverted L antennas.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a simple design and fabrication of dual band MIMO antenna composed of two ultra low profile inverted L antenna has been presented. The proposed antenna satisfies the MIMO system requirements with correlation coefficient less than 0.005 at both frequency bands. When the antenna size is 55 mm by 55 mm by 9 mm, the $S_{11}$ bandwidth of 5.71% (140 MHz) at lower band of 2.45 GHz and 6% (300 MHz) at upper band of 5 GHz are obtained. The directive gains are 4.11 dBi at 2.45 GHz and 8.22 dBi at 5 GHz. The good agreement of calculated and measured scattering parameters and the correlation coefficients are obtained. The presented design is suitable for MIMO communication applications.
Figure 9. Electric field radiation pattern. $h_1 = 6$ mm, $h_2 = 9$ mm, $pyp = 45$ mm, $pxp = 7$ mm, $pym = 10$ mm, $d = 41$ mm. (a) 2.45 GHz; (b) 5 GHz.

Figure 10. Electric field radiation pattern. $h_1 = 5$ mm, $h_2 = 8$ mm, $pyp = 45$ mm, $pxp = 7$ mm, $pym = 10$ mm, $d = 41$ mm. (a) 2.45 GHz; (b) 5 GHz.

Figure 11. The near field distribution at 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz ($h_1 = 6$ mm, $h_2 = 9$ mm, $d = 41$ mm, $pxp = 7$ mm, $pym = 10$ mm, $pyp = 45$ mm, $L = 28.9$ mm, $L_1 = 14.2$ mm, $L_p = 27.1$ mm).
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have shown that the distance between typical antenna elements such as dipole antenna needs to be at least half wavelengths for minimal or no mutual coupling [7]. However, since the distance is limited due to the small area which the elements are placed, especially at the portable MIMO-enabled devices, the MIMO antennas should be designed as small as possible. This is more conspicuous when MIMO antennas will be used in small terminal devices and more effort will be devoted to devising new MIMO antenna elements with compact and reasonable antenna characteristics [8]-[10]. The authors have proposed the unbalanced fed, ultra low profile inverted L antenna on a rectangular conducting plane for mobile terminal devices [11] [12]. When the size of conducting plane is $0.245 \lambda$ ($\lambda$: wavelength) by $0.49 \lambda$ and the antenna height is $\lambda/30$, and the length of horizontal element is around a quarter wavelength, the input impedance of this antenna is matched to 50 $\Omega$ and its directivity becomes more than 4 dBi. In this antenna, the electromagnetic field is strongly excited between the inverted L element and the conducting plane. Therefore even though two inverted L antennas are closely located, the mutual coupling may be weak.

Several other designs of MIMO antenna satisfy for the requirement of MIMO systems; unfortunately these antennas have limitation of size for practical MIMO application. Also in general, MIMO antennas consist of complicated structures [13]-[18]. For example, in [17], two meandered monopoles with a gamma matching and a folded T-shaped stub between radiators are printed on an FR4 substrate with its size of 30 mm by 15 mm. Its directivity is less than 0 dBi. In this paper, the very simple antenna composed of two unbalanced fed, ultra low profile inverted L antennas on a square conducting plane with its size of 55 mm is proposed as MIMO antenna applications [19]. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator WIPL-D based on the Method of Moments is used [20].

2. Antenna Structure

Figure 1 shows the structure of the proposed antenna. Two identical low profile inverted L antenna elements with the height $h = 4$ mm are mounted on the square conducting plane with its size of 55 mm by 55 mm. The antenna size corresponds to $0.45 \lambda$ by $0.45 \lambda$ by $0.03 \lambda$ at the design frequency of 2.45 GHz. The antenna elements are composed of the semi rigid coaxial cable with outer and inner radius 1.095 mm and 0.255 mm, respectively. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable is extended from the end of outer conductor, that is, each antenna element is excited at the end of outer conductor. The distance $d$ between two antenna elements are investigated in order to reduce the mutual coupling. Furthermore the distance is challenged to be less than half wavelength. Both the distance $pym$ between the vertical element to the back edge of the ground plane and distance $pyp$ between the vertical element to the front edge are fixed as 10 mm and 45 mm, respectively. In each case of the distance between two antennas, the length of horizontal elements $L$ and $L1$ are optimized to achieve impedance matching at the center frequency of 2.45 GHz. Figure 2 shows other arrangements of antenna elements.

3. Results and Discussion

In the calculation, the distance $d$ between two inverted L antennas is changed from 30 mm to 45 mm. Table 1 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth larger than 10 dB, S21 and the directive gain in the z direction at 2.45 GHz for the different distance $d$ between two inverted L elements. Figure 3 shows calculated S parameters of the optimized proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1 for different distance $d$ between two antenna elements. S21 becomes smaller than –20 dB as the distance $d$ become longer than 41 mm.

![Figure 1. The structure of proposed antenna; arrangement-1 ($pym = 10$ mm, $pyp = 45$ mm, $h = 4$ mm).](image)
Figure 2. (a) Arrangement-2; opposite parallel and (b) arrangement-3; face to face perpendicular arrangements.

Table 1. Calculated return loss bandwidth, S21 and directivity for different distance between two antennas $d$ (arrangement-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>$L_1$</th>
<th>Return loss bandwidth [MHz]</th>
<th>S21 at 2.45 GHz [dB]</th>
<th>Dir. Gain at 2.45 GHz [dBi]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30/12.5</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>-14.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35/10</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>-17.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41/7</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>-22.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45/5</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>-25.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth, S21 and the directive gain in the z direction at 2.45 GHz for different antenna height $h$. When the height of antenna is increased, both the length of horizontal elements $L$ and $L_1$ become shorter. This means that the resonant frequency is determined by the total length of horizontal and vertical elements. Figure 4 shows calculated S parameters of the proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1 for different antenna height $h$. The return loss bandwidth and S21 become smaller as the antenna height $h$ becomes smaller. As the antenna height becomes smaller, the electromagnetic field concentrates near the excited antenna element. Therefore the return loss bandwidth becomes narrower and the mutual coupling between two antennas becomes weak.
Table 2. Calculated return loss bandwidth and directivity for different antenna height \( h \) (arrangement-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( h )</th>
<th>( L )</th>
<th>( L_1 )</th>
<th>MHz</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>( S_{21} ) at 2.45 GHz</th>
<th>( \text{Dir. Gain} ) at 2.45 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>−24.06</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>−22.64</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>−21.67</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>−20.98</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Calculated S parameters of proposed antenna for different \( h \) (arrangement-1, \( d = 41 \text{ mm}, \text{pyp} = 7 \text{ mm}, \text{pxp} = 10 \text{ mm}, \text{ pym} = 45 \text{ mm} \)).

Figure 5 shows the return loss bandwidth larger than 10 dB and the directive gain in the z direction at 2.45 GHz of the proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1 for different distance \( d \) between two antenna elements and for different height \( h \) of antenna. Both the directive gain and the return loss bandwidth become larger by extending the distance between two antennas.

Figure 6 shows the directive gain in the z direction at the proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1. Figure 7 shows the current distribution of proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1 at 2.45 GHz. The inverted L element-1 is excited and the element-2 is terminated with 50 Ω load. The large surface current is induced near inverted L element-1, on the other hand weak surface current is induced on the element-2 at resonant frequency of 2.45 GHz. This means that the good isolation between two elements is achieved.

Figure 8 shows the electric field radiation patterns on zx plane, yz plane and xy plane of the proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1 at 2.45 GHz when inverted L element-1 is fed and inverted L element-2 is terminated by the matching load 50 Ω. The peak gain of antenna-1 is 4.12 dBi. The current distribution on the inverted L antennas in the y direction and the surface on the conducting plane in the x and y directions contribute to the radiation. Therefore there are no deep nulls in any direction, although omnidirectional polarization antennas are used in general.

Figure 9 shows the near field distributions in the zx plane including feed points of arrangement-1, in the zx plane including the feed point of element1 of arrangement-2, and in the yz plane including feed point of element-2 of arrangement-3 at 2.45 GHz. The good isolation is achieved in the balanced structure as proposed MIMO arrangement-1. Whereas, it can be seen that two elements are highly coupled to each other at arrangement-2 and arrangement-3.

From Figure 7, Figure 9 and Figure 10, in the case of proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1, the surface current on the conducting plane between two antennas is small and the electromagnetic field becomes weak near
Figure 5. Return loss bandwidth and directive gain in z direction at 2.45 GHz (arrangement-1; pxp = 7 mm, pym = 10 mm, pyp = 45 mm).

Figure 6. Calculated directive gain at z direction (arrangement-1; pxp = 7 mm, pym = 10 mm, pyp = 45 mm, h = 4 mm, d = 41 mm).

Figure 7. Calculated current distribution at frequency of 2.45 GHz (arrangement-1; h = 4 mm, d = 41 mm, pxp = 7 mm, pym = 10 mm, pyp = 45 mm, L = 31.2 mm, L1 = 21.4 mm).

Figure 8. Simulated electric field radiation pattern of proposed antenna at 2.45 GHz (arrangement-1; h = 4 mm, d = 41 mm, pxp = 7 mm, pym = 10 mm, pyp = 45 mm, L = 31.2 mm, L1 = 21.4 mm).
the conducting plane between two antennas. This means that the mutual coupling is mainly not by the current flowing on the conducting plane but by the spatial coupling.

Figure 11 shows the reflection coefficients of three arrangements. The placement of inverted L elements as arrangement-1 obtains the best isolation between two elements.

Figure 12 shows the calculated and measured S parameters of proposed MIMO arrangement-1. The fairly good agreement between calculated and measured results is obtained.

The correlation coefficient of the proposed MIMO antenna is calculated through S parameter. The correlation coefficient $\rho_e$ of a two element inverted L antenna system can be calculated by the following equation [21]:

\[ \rho_e = \text{S}_{11} - \text{S}_{12} \text{S}_{21} / \sqrt{\text{S}_{11} \text{S}_{22} \text{S}_{12} \text{S}_{21}} \]
Figure 10. The near field distribution on horizontal elements of xy plane at 2.45 GHz ($h = 4$ mm, $d = 41$ mm, $p_{xy} = 7$ mm, $p_{ym} = 10$ mm, $p_{yp} = 45$ mm, $L = 31.2$ mm, $L_1 = 21.4$ mm).

\[ \rho_z = \frac{|S_{11} \ast S_{12} + S_{21} \ast S_{22}|^2}{\left(1 - (|S_{11}|^2 + |S_{21}|^2)\right)\left(1 - (|S_{22}|^2 + |S_{12}|^2)\right)} \]  

(1)

Figure 13 shows calculated and measured correlation coefficient of the proposed MIMO antenna arrangement-1. The correlation coefficient becomes less than 0.02, which means that the proposed antenna has good
Figure 11. Reflection coefficients of proposed antenna with different arrangements \((h = 4 \text{ mm}, d = 41 \text{ mm}, pxp = 7 \text{ mm}, pym = 10 \text{ mm}, pyp = 45 \text{ mm}, L = 31.2 \text{ mm}, L1 = 21.4 \text{ mm})\).

Figure 12. Calculated and measured S parameters of the proposed MIMO antenna \((pxp = 7 \text{ mm}, pym = 10 \text{ mm}, pyp = 45 \text{ mm}, h = 4 \text{ mm}, d = 41 \text{ mm})\).

Figure 13. Calculated and measured correlation coefficient between two inverted L antennas (arrangement-1; \(pxp = 7 \text{ mm}, pym = 10 \text{ mm}, pyp = 45 \text{ mm}, h = 4 \text{ mm}, d = 41 \text{ mm})\).
diversity gain when antenna height and the distance between inverted L elements are 4 mm and 41 mm, respectively.

4. Conclusion

The MIMO antenna, composed of two unbalanced fed, ultra low profile inverted L antenna elements, has been proposed. Two inverted L elements are parallel located on the square conducting plane with its size of 0.45λ by 0.45λ. The height of inverted L antennas is 0.03λ, and the distance between two inverted L antennas is 0.34λ. With a very simple structure, the antenna has the good performances. The calculated and measured return loss larger than 10 dB is 2.41 to 2.50 GHz and 2.44 to 2.53 GHz, respectively. The directive gain is 4.12 dBi. The proposed antenna is promising for MIMO application systems.
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Abstract—As the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) antenna system, two ultra low profile inverted L antennas are located on the rectangular conducting plane is proposed and numerically analyzed. The directive gain of 4.12 dBi and the return loss bandwidth of 3.27% are achieved when the size of conducting plane is $0.45\lambda$ by $0.45\lambda$ ($\lambda$: wavelength). The results show the weak mutual coupling of the proposed antenna and its characteristics are promising as MIMO antenna application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The demand for high data rate and large channel capacity of users in recent mobile communication systems drives the MIMO systems as the subject of investigation for several years [1]. A practical MIMO antenna should have a low signal correlation between antenna elements and good impedance matching characteristics [2, 3]. The mutual coupling is an important factor when antennas have been used for MIMO applications [4, 5]. Due to the limited space, especially at the portable MIMO-enabled devices, the MIMO antennas should be designed as small as possible. This is more conspicuous when MIMO antennas will be used in small terminal devices and more effort will be devoted to devise new MIMO antenna elements with compact and reasonable antenna characteristics [6-8]. The authors have proposed the unbalanced fed, ultra low profile inverted L antenna on a rectangular conducting plane for mobile terminal devices [9, 10]. When the size of conducting plane is $0.245\lambda$ ($\lambda$: wavelength) by $0.49\lambda$ and the antenna height is $\lambda/30$, and the length of horizontal element is around a quarter wavelength, the input impedance of this antenna is matched to $50\,\Omega$ and its directivity becomes more than 4 dBi. In this antenna, the electromagnetic field is strongly excited between the inverted L element and the conducting plane. Therefore if two inverted L antennas are located closely, the mutual coupling may be weak.

In this paper, the MIMO antenna composed of two ultra low profile inverted L antennas is proposed. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator WIPL-D based on method of moment is used [11].
between two antennas, the length of horizontal elements $L$ and $L_1$ are optimized to achieve impedance matching and the mutual couplings are examined.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the calculation, the distance $d$ between two inverted L antennas is changed from 30 mm to 45 mm. Table I shows the simulated return loss bandwidth larger than 10 dB and the directive gain in the $z$ direction at 2.45 GHz for the different distance $d$ between two antenna elements. The length of horizontal elements $L$ becomes longer when the distance $d$ is increased, on the other hand, $L_1$ becomes shorter. Fig. 2 shows simulated S parameters and input impedance characteristics of the proposed antenna for different distance $d$ between two antenna elements. S21 becomes smaller than -20 dB as the distance $d$ become longer than 41 mm.

Table II shows the simulated return loss bandwidth and the directive gain in the $z$ direction at 2.45 GHz for different antenna height $h$. Fig. 3 shows simulated S parameter of the proposed antenna and input impedance characteristics for different antenna height $h$. The return loss bandwidth and S21 become smaller as the antenna height $h$ becomes smaller. As the antenna height becomes smaller, the electromagnetic field concentrates near the excited antenna element. Therefore the mutual coupling between two antennas becomes weak.

Fig. 4 shows the return loss bandwidth and the directive gain in the $z$ direction at 2.45 GHz for different distance $d$ between two antenna elements and for different height $h$ of antenna. Both the directive gain and the return loss bandwidth become larger by extending the distance between two antennas. Fig. 5 shows the simulated current distribution of the proposed antenna at 2.45 GHz in the case of the distance $d$ between antennas is 41 mm. Fig. 6 shows the electric field radiation pattern on xz-plane, yz-plane and xy-plane at 2.45 GHz when inverted L antenna-1 is fed and inverted L antenna-2 is terminated by the matching load 50Ω. The peak gain of antenna-1 is 4.12 dBi. The current distribution on the inverted L antennas in the $y$ direction and the surface current on the conducting plane in the $x$ and $y$ directions contribute to the radiation. Therefore there are no deep nulls in any direction, although omnidirectional polarization antennas are used in general.

Fig. 7 shows the near field distributions of the proposed antenna. From Fig. 5 and 7, the surface current on the conducting plane between two antennas is small and the electromagnetic field becomes weak near the conducting plane between two antennas. This means that the mutual coupling is mainly not by the current flowing on the conducting plane but by the spatial coupling.

The correlation coefficient of the proposed MIMO antenna is calculated through S parameter. The correlation coefficient $\rho_e$ of a two element inverted L antenna system can be determined by the following equation [12]:

$$\rho_e = \frac{|S_{11}S_{22} + S_{12}S_{21}|^2}{(1 - |S_{11}|^2)(1 - |S_{22}|^2)}$$

Fig. 8 shows the correlation coefficient of the proposed antenna. The correlation coefficient becomes less than 0.02, which means that the proposed antenna has good diversity gain.

Fig. 9 shows the calculated and measured impedance characteristics of the proposed antenna in the case of antenna height $h=4$ mm, $pym=10$ mm, $pyp=45$ mm.

| TABLE I. CALCULATED RETURN LOSS BANDWIDTH AND DIRECTIVITY FOR DIFFERENT DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO ANTENNAS |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $L$         | $L_1$         | $pxp$         | $d$         | Return loss bandwidth at 2.45 GHz (MHz) | Dir. Gain at 2.45 GHz (% dBi) |
| 30.7        | 22.7          | 12.5          | 30          | 50            | 2.04            | 3.79            |
| 30.9        | 22.2          | 10            | 35          | 60            | 2.45            | 3.79            |
| 31.2        | 21.4          | 7             | 41          | 80            | 3.27            | 4.12            |
| 31.4        | 20.7          | 5             | 45          | 100           | 4.08            | 4.17            |

| TABLE II. CALCULATED RETURN LOSS BANDWIDTH AND DIRECTIVITY FOR DIFFERENT ANTENNA HEIGHT |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $pym=10$ mm, $pyp=45$ mm, $pxp=7$ mm | Return loss bandwidth at 2.45 GHz (MHz) | Dir. Gain at 2.45 GHz (% dBi) |
| $L$         | $L_1$         | $h$         | $d$         | Return loss bandwidth at 2.45 GHz (MHz) | Dir. Gain at 2.45 GHz (% dBi) |
| 31.9        | 23.9          | 3            | 41          | 50            | 2.04            | 4.09            |
| 31.2        | 21.4          | 4            | 41          | 80            | 3.27            | 4.12            |
| 30.6        | 19.1          | 5            | 41          | 120           | 4.90            | 4.08            |
| 29.9        | 16.8          | 6            | 41          | 140           | 5.71            | 4.05            |
height is 4 mm and distance between two elements is 41 mm. The measured results agree with the calculation results.

I. CONCLUSION

A new type of MIMO antennas composed of two ultra low profile inverted L antennas has been presented. The good performance of gain is achieved at design frequency of 2.45 GHz band. The proposed MIMO antenna has small dimension. The height of inverted L antennas is 0.03 λ and the size of square conducting plane is 0.45 λ by 0.45 λ. When the distance between two inverted L antennas is 0.34 λ, the directive gain and return loss bandwidth are 4.12 dBi and 3.27 %, respectively. The proposed antenna is promising for MIMO application systems.
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Fig. 6 Simulated electric field radiation pattern of proposed antenna at 2.45 GHz. 
$h=4\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$, $pxp=7\text{mm}$, $ pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=45\text{mm}$, $L=31.2\text{mm}$, $L1=21.4\text{mm}$

Fig. 7 The near field distribution at 2.45 GHz. 
$h=4\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$, $pxp=7\text{mm}$, $ pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=45\text{mm}$, $L=31.2\text{mm}$, $L1=21.4\text{mm}$

Fig. 8. Calculated correlation coefficient between two inverted L antennas. 
$pxp=7\text{mm}$, $ pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=45\text{mm}$, $h=4\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$.

Fig. 9. Calculated and measured S parameters of the proposed MIMO antenna. 
$pxp=7\text{mm}$, $ pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=45\text{mm}$, $h=4\text{mm}$, $d=41\text{mm}$.
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Abstract—An ultra low profile unbalanced inverted antenna is proposed, which is analyzed numerically and its characteristics are compared with those ultra low profile inverted L antenna and conventional base fed inverted antenna then compared with its measured results. The design frequency is 2.45 GHz. When the size of conducting plane is 0.245 \( \lambda \) by 0.49 \( \lambda \) and antenna height is \( \lambda/20 \), the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 3.67 % and the directive gain is 4.15 dBi. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator “WIPL-D” based on the method of moment is used.

I. INTRODUCTION

The small and low-profile antenna for the miniaturization of communication equipment is needed for mobile communication systems. The low profile antennas do not extend very far from the surface they are mounted on. The well known low profile antenna is inverted F antenna for its abilities to allow a simplify impedance matching and to controlling both the return loss bandwidth and directive gain [1]. The inverted F antenna possesses good properties as required for wireless local area network application and mobile applications and it also provide a fairly return loss bandwidth. For further information refer to [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]. In this paper, the ultra low profile, unbalanced fed inverted F antenna is proposed and its characteristics are compared with the previous proposed low profile unbalanced inverted L antenna which is located very close on a rectangular conducting plane [7] and [8]. Measured trough the fabrication is needed to validate its calculation characteristics. The proposed ultra low profile, unbalanced inverted F antenna, and then we called ULPIF for the convenience. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator “WIPL-D” is used [9].

II. ANALYTICAL MODEL

The unbalanced fed inverted F antenna is identical to a transmission line antenna of length \( h + L + L_s \approx \lambda/4 \). Alternately, the configuration is treated as a small loop inductor, consisting of the feed probe and the inverted L element behind the feed point, resonated with the capacitance of a horizontal wire above a ground plane, shown by Fig. 1. The sum of horizontal elements, \( L, L_s \) and the height antenna effects to the resonant frequency of the antenna. If the antenna height \( h \) is low, a capacitive coupling between conducting plane and the upper part of antenna occurs; hence the total length of horizontal element can be reduced. The length of short stub \( L_s \) has no effect onto the resonant frequency but to the input Impedance [10].

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the proposed ULPIF antenna located on a rectangular conducting plane (\( p_{xp} \times p_{xm} \) by \( p_{yp} \times p_{ym} \)) and its size is fixed as \( p_{xp} = p_{xm} = 15 \text{mm}, p_{yp} = 43.2 \text{mm} \) and \( p_{ym} = 16.8 \text{mm} \) when the length of short stub \( L_s \) is 6.8 mm. The coaxial radiator is mounted on the conducting plane. The radius of the outer conductor is 0.8 mm and that of the inner conductor is 0.16 mm. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable is extended from the end of outer conductor. Therefore, this antenna is excited at the end of outer conductor. The height of horizontal element is \( h \). The design frequency is 2.45 GHz. The wavelength \( \lambda \) at 2.45 GHz is 122.45 mm.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ULPIF antenna is analyzed by adjusting the antenna height \( h \). The limitation maximum \( h \) is \( 1/10 \) \( \lambda \) (wavelength). The heights \( h \) are 6mm, 8mm and 10 mm for the calculation analysis. The length of short stub \( L_s \) is adjusted in order to enhance the antenna gain even though it has limitation when the horizontal antenna very close to the conducting plane. The length of horizontal antenna \( L_1 \) is adjusted in order to tune at the frequency design, on the other hand other horizontal \( L \) is adjusted due to impedance matching 50 Ohm. The length of horizontal elements \( L \) and \( L_1 \) are increased by reducing the antenna height.

Table 1 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth and the directive gains in the \( z \) direction of ULPIL antenna, ULPIL antenna and low profile conventional base fed inverted F (Base Fed IF) antenna for different antenna height \( h \). The directive gain of ULPIL antenna is larger than that of ULPIL antenna. This may be due to that the total length of horizontal element of the ULPIL antenna \( L_1+L_s \) is a little bit longer than that of ULPIL antenna. When the height \( h \) is 0.08\% of \( \lambda \), the total length element of ULPIL and ULPIL are 0.34 \( \lambda \) and 0.3\% respectively. The base fed IF antenna has wider the bandwidth antenna and smaller gain than the ULPIL. Increasing the antenna height decreases the total of horizontal element. The calculation results indicate the antenna return loss bandwidth increases nearly linearly with the antenna height; on the other hand the directivity reduces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( h ) [mm]</th>
<th>( L )</th>
<th>( L_1 )</th>
<th>( \text{Return Loss Bandwidth} )</th>
<th>( \text{Directive Gain at 2.45 GHz} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ULPIL</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULPIL, ( L_s=6.8 ) mm</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Fed IF, ( L_s=6.8 ) mm</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth of ULPIL antenna and the directive gain in the \( z \) direction for different length of short stub \( L_s \) and antenna height \( h \) when the size conducting plane \( pxp=pxm=15 \) mm by \( pyp=42.2 \) mm at 2.45 GHz The length of short stub \( L_s \) can be reduced due to the antenna gain enhancement, on the other hand the bandwidth antenna little bit becomes narrower. The \( L_s \) adjustment almost doesn’t affect on the length of horizontal elements \( L \) and \( L_1 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( h ) [mm]</th>
<th>( L ) [mm]</th>
<th>( L_1 ) [mm]</th>
<th>( f_{low} ) [GHz]</th>
<th>( f_{high} ) [GHz]</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2a and Figure 2b show the calculated input impedance and return loss characteristics result between ULPIF \( (h=10 \) mm, \( L_s=6.8 \) mm, \( pxp=pxm=15 \) mm, \( pyp=43.2 \) mm), ULPIL \( (h=10 \) mm, \( pxp=pxm=15 \) mm, \( pyp=50 \) mm) and Base Fed IF antenna \( (h=10 \) mm, \( L_s=6.8 \) mm, \( L_1+L_s=25 \) mm, \( L_s=33.8 \) mm, \( pxp=pxm=10.4 \) mm, \( pyp=16.8 \) mm, \( pyp=43.2 \) mm). Figure 2c shows the return loss bandwidth of ULPIF and ULPIL and Base Fed IF antenna at \( 2.45 \) GHz. The length of horizontal element of ULPIL antenna \( L_1+L_s \) is adjusted due to impedance matching 50 Ohm. Figure 2d shows comparison return loss bandwidth and the directive gain between ULPIL \( (pxp=pxm=15 \) mm, \( pyp=43.2 \) mm), ULPIL \( (L_s=6.8 \) mm, \( pxp=pxm=15 \) mm, \( pyp=43.2 \) mm), ULPIL \( (L_s=6.8 \) mm, \( pxp=pxm=15 \) mm, \( pyp=43.2 \) mm) and Base Fed IF antenna \( (h=10 \) mm, \( L_s=6.8 \) mm, \( L_1+L_s=21.4 \) mm, \( L_1+L_s=33.8 \) mm, \( pxp=pxm=10.4 \) mm, \( pyp=16.8 \) mm, \( pyp=43.2 \) mm). The antenna bandwidth increases linearly, by increase the antenna height.

Figure 3 shows the directive gain of ULPIL antenna \( (h=10 \) mm, \( pxp=pxm=15 \) mm, \( pyp=43.2 \) mm) by investigate on length of short stub \( L_s \).

Table 2 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth of ULPIL antenna and the directive gain in the \( z \) direction for different height and length of horizontal elements \( L \) and \( L_1 \).
The measured results are agree well with the calculated results.

**Fig. 2a.** Input Impedance characteristic of ULPIL ($h=10\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=50\text{mm}$), ULPIF ($h=10\text{mm}$, $Ls=6.8\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$) and Base Fed IF antenna ($h=10\text{mm}$, $Ls=6.8\text{mm}$, $L+Ls=33.8\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=10.4\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$).

**Fig. 2b.** Return Loss characteristic of ULPIL ($h=10\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=10\text{mm}$, $pyp=50\text{mm}$) ULPIF ($h=10\text{mm}$, $Ls=6.8\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$) and Base Fed IF antenna ($h=10\text{mm}$, $Ls=6.8\text{mm}$, $L+Ls=33.8\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=10.4\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$).

**Fig. 2c.** Comparison the return loss bandwidth between ULPIL, ULPIF and Base Fed IF antenna with different $h$ at 2.45 GHz.

**Fig. 2d.** Comparison the directive gain between ULPIL, ULPIF and Base Fed IF antenna with different $h$ at 2.45 GHz.

**Fig. 3.** The directive gain of ULPIF at 4.25 GHz ($pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$) with different $Ls$. 
IV. CONCLUSION

The ULPIF antenna on a rectangular conducting plane has been proposed. The return loss and the directive gain of this antenna has been compared with those of the base fed inverted F antenna and the ULPIL antenna. The directive gain of proposed antenna is higher than that of base fed inverted F antenna. When the size of conducting plane is 0.245 $\lambda$ by 0.49 $\lambda$ and antenna height is $\lambda/20$, the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 3.67 % and the directive gain is 4.15 dBi. The measurement results are agree well with the calculation results. This ULPIF antenna may be promising as the base station antenna or mobile terminal antenna of the wireless communication system.

Fig. 4a. The photograph of fabricated ULPIF antenna ($h=10\text{mm}$, $L_s=6.6\text{mm}$, $L_1+L_s=17.1\text{mm}$, $L+L_s=34.1\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$).

Fig. 4b. Input Impedance characteristic of ULPIF (Calculation; $h=10\text{mm}$, $L_s=6.8\text{mm}$, $L_1+L_s=17.9\text{mm}$, $L+L_s=34.6\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$) and (Measurement; $h=10\text{mm}$, $L_s=6.6\text{mm}$, $L_1+L_s=17.1\text{mm}$, $L+L_s=34.1\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$).

Fig. 4c. Return Loss characteristic of ULPIF (Calculation; $h=10\text{mm}$, $L_s=6.8\text{mm}$, $L_1+L_s=17.9\text{mm}$, $L+L_s=34.6\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$) and (Measurement; $h=10\text{mm}$, $L_s=6.6\text{mm}$, $L_1+L_s=17.1\text{mm}$, $L+L_s=34.1\text{mm}$, $pxp=pxm=15\text{mm}$, $pym=16.8\text{mm}$, $pyp=43.2\text{mm}$).
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Abstract—The ultra low profile, conventional base fed F antenna is analyzed numerically and its characteristics are compared with those of the unbalanced fed, ultra low profile inverted L antenna. The design frequency is 2.45 GHz. When the size of conducting plane is 0.17 \( \lambda \) by 0.49 \( \lambda \) and the antenna height is 0.08 \( \lambda \), the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 15.92 % and the directivity is 3.94 dBi. In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator “WIPL-D” based on the method of moment is used.

Keywords: Ultra low profile antenna, Inverted F antenna, Conventional base fed antenna, WIPL-D

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent technologies enable wireless communication devices to become physically smaller in size. Antenna size is obviously a major factor that limits miniaturization. In the few years, the designs of low-profile antennas for handheld wireless devices have been developed [1]. The low profile antennas do not extend very far from the surface they are mounted on. On the other hand, the height of previous antennas are \( \lambda/10 \) (\( \lambda \): wavelength) or more. An example of low profile antennas is a base fed inverted L antenna. The input impedance of base fed inverted L antenna is close to that of the monopole antenna with reactance value due to additional horizontal section parallel to the antenna ground plane. It has a low resistance and high reactance characteristics. The degradation due to impedance mismatch can be recovered by feeding the antenna on the horizontal element.

Since the mismatch loss decreases radiation efficiency, it is desirable to modify the structure of the inverted L antenna to achieve a nearly resistive input impedance that is easily matched to a standard coaxial line. Reducing the antenna height has the disadvantage of reducing the bandwidth, but offers the advantages of smaller size and improved radiation characteristics.

The authors have proposed an ultra low profile, unbalanced fed inverted L antenna located very close on a rectangular conducting plane [2]. We may call this antenna as “ULPIL antenna” for convenience. This antenna consists of a coaxial cable. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable is extended from the end of outer conductor. Therefore, this antenna is excited at the end of outer conductor. The antenna height is around \( \lambda/30 \). This antenna is a horizontally polarized antenna. The length of horizontal element of this antenna is almost \( \lambda/4 \). The input impedance of this antenna is matched to 50 \( \Omega \) by adjusting the position of feed point. When the size of conducting plane is 0.245 \( \lambda \) by 0.49\( \lambda \), the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 2.45 % and the directivity is 4.24 dBi. In this antenna, the current flows on the conducting plane. Therefore the current on the horizontal element and on the conducting plane contribute to the radiation.

The inverted F antenna and planar inverted F antenna are well known as the other typical low-profile antennas. The inverted F antenna can be configured by bending a quarter wavelength monopole element mounted on a conducting plane into an L shape and by feeding at a point offset from the mounting point [3]. The inverted F antenna possesses good properties as required for wireless local area network application and mobile application at 2.45 GHz and it also provide a fairly return loss bandwidth [4, 5, 6, 7 and 8].

In this paper, the ultra low profile, conventional base fed inverted F antenna (ULPIF antenna) on a rectangular conducting plane is numerically analyzed and its characteristics are compared with the previously proposed ULPIL antenna. The inverted F antenna in Figure 1(b) is identical to a transmission line antenna of length \( L + L_s \) fed at the tap point (shorted element) \( L_s \). Alternately, the configuration is treated as a small loop inductor, consisting of the feed probe and the inverted-L element behind the feed point, resonated with the capacitance of a horizontal wire above a ground plane. The addition of the element is done to simplify the input impedance settings. The elements may be extruded from the wire form to a planar form to realize an increase in impedance and gain bandwidth. However, a small degradation in gain may be seen [9].

In the numerical analysis, the electromagnetic simulator WIPL-D based on the method of moment is used. The method of moment is effective for analyzing the characteristics of antennas mounted on the portable radio equipment with the dimensions comparable to the wavelength. To improve the characteristics of the ULPIF antenna such as the impedance characteristics, the return loss bandwidth and the electric fields radiation pattern, the length of antenna element, the antenna height, the length of shorting element, and the size conducting plane are optimized [3, 10]. The advantages of the design of the
antenna are the small size, the height less than λ/10 and the low cost material.

II. ANALYTICAL MODEL

Figure 1(a) shows the structure of the unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna located on a rectangular conducting plane, and Figure 1(b) shows the conventional base fed ULPIF antenna. The size of conducting plane is pxp+pxm by pyp+pym. The coaxial radiator is mounted on the conducting plane. The radius of the outer conductor is 1.095 mm and that of the inner conductor is 0.255 mm. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable is extended from the end of outer conductor, this antenna is excited at the end of outer conductor. The height h of antenna is from 5 mm to 12 mm, and the length Ls of shorted antenna element is from 3.3 mm to 10 mm. The length of horizontal elements L and L1 are optimized. The design frequency is 2.45 GHz. The wavelength λ at 2.45 GHz is 122.45 mm. The size of conducting plane is considered as 20.8 mm by 60 mm. At the design frequency of 2.45 GHz, the size of conducting plane becomes 0.17 λ by 0.49 λ.

Figure 1. The structure of Unbalanced fed Ultra Low Profile Inverted L Antenna (ULPIL Antenna) and Conventional base fed Ultra Low Profile Inverted F Antenna (ULPIF Antenna) on finite conducting plane.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the ULPIF antenna, the addition of the extra inverted L element behind the feed point tunes the input impedance of the antenna. To obtain the impedance of 50 Ω, the length of horizontal elements L, L1, and shorted element Ls must be adjusted, while considering the current distribution on the conducting plane by adjusting its size. For ULPIF antenna, the impedance is adjusted by also changing the antenna height h, otherwise the size of finite conducting plane may be not changed [3].

Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit of ULPIF antenna. One end of the ULPIF antenna is open and the other end is shorted. Consequently, the current is zero at the open end and it becomes a maximum in the shorted end.

![Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of ULPIF antenna.](image)

The current flows on the z direction on the short circuit, and then flows in y direction at antenna element from the short circuit edge to opposite open circuited edge of antenna element. At the open circuited edge, the displacement current may be on the conducting plane, hence the current flows back to the short-circuited element on the conducting plane [11]. Figure 2(a) shows the equivalent circuit of the shorted element seen from the feed point. Figure 2(b) shows the equivalent circuit of the antenna end seen from the feed point. Figure 2(c) shows the equivalent circuit of the inverted L antenna. This antenna is expressed by the radiation resistance loaded on the transmission line. Since the length L of inverted L antenna is almost a quarter wavelengths, the input impedance Z\text{open} becomes negligible. Therefore the input impedance of the ULPIF antenna is expressed the parallel connection of Z\text{short} and Z\text{rad}. Then the input impedance is tuned by adjusting the length Ls of shorted element.

A. Impedance and Electric field radiation pattern characteristics

Figure 3 (a) illustrates how the calculated input impedance of an ULPIF antenna changes when the antenna height h is altered while the length of shorted antenna element is fixed as Ls = 3.3 mm. Figure 3 (b) shows the calculated input impedance of ULPIL antenna with different antenna height h.

Figure 3 (c) shows the calculated input impedance of ULPIF antenna with antenna height h = 10 mm, length of horizontal antenna elements L = 26.6 mm and L1 = 14 mm, the shorted antenna element Ls = 6.8 mm, the size of conducting plane is 20.8 mm by 60 mm and ULPIL antenna with antenna height h = 10 mm, length of horizontal antenna elements L = 27 mm and L1 = 10.2 mm, and the size of conducting plane is 30 mm by 60 mm.
In Figure 3(c), the length of shorted antenna element $L_s$ is extended to 6.8 mm for the ease of fabrication.

The energy radiated by the antenna in a particular direction is measured in terms of field strength at a point which is at a particular distance from antenna. The radiation pattern of the antenna is a graph which shows the variation of actual field strength of electromagnetic field at all points which are at equal distance from antenna [12].

Figure 4 (a) shows the computed electric field radiation patterns of ULPIF antenna and Figure 4 (b) shows the computed electric field radiation patterns of the base fed ULPIL antenna. The calculation condition are antenna height $h = 10$ mm, horizontal antenna elements $L = 26.6$ mm and $L1 = 14$ mm, shorted element $Ls = 6.8$ mm, and the size of conducting plane is 20.8 mm by 60 mm and ULPIL antenna with antenna height $h = 10$ mm, horizontal elements $L = 27$ mm and $L1 = 10.2$ mm, and the size of conducting plane 30 mm by 60 mm. From these figures it is clear that the antenna will give desired radiation characteristics.

The vertically polarized gain of the ULPIF antenna is maximum in the equatorial plane with a vertical null in the z direction. There is not a null in the y-z plane due to currents on the horizontal antenna elements. The maximum directivities in the z direction are 3.88 dBi for ULPIL antenna and 3.94 dBi for ULPIF antenna. The vertically directed currents on the ULPIF antenna cause a cross polarization component in the x-z plane.
### Table I. Return Loss Bandwidth and Directive Gain of Conventional Base Fed ULPIF Antenna for Different \( h \) and \( L_s \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( h ) [mm]</th>
<th>( L_s ) [mm]</th>
<th>( L ) [mm]</th>
<th>( L_1 ) [mm]</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth [%]</th>
<th>Directive gain at 2.45 GHz [dBi]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>24.10</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>14.69</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>13.88</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>24.70</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>16.30</td>
<td>13.88</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>25.30</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>11.02</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>11.43</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>25.60</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>26.80</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>27.40</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>27.50</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>27.80</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>27.80</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>27.90</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>28.40</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>28.40</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>29.10</td>
<td>14.80</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II. Return Loss Bandwidth and Directive Gain of Unbalanced Fed ULPIL Antenna for Different \( h \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( h ) [mm]</th>
<th>( L ) [mm]</th>
<th>( L_1 ) [mm]</th>
<th>( f_{low} ) [GHz]</th>
<th>( f_{high} ) [GHz]</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth [%]</th>
<th>Directive gain at 2.45 GHz [dBi]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.490</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>5.714</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>8.163</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>8.571</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>9.388</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III. Return Loss Bandwidth and Directive Gain of Conventional Base Fed ULPIL Antenna for Different \( h \) (\( L_s = 6.8 \) mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( h ) [mm]</th>
<th>( L ) [mm]</th>
<th>( L_1 ) [mm]</th>
<th>( f_{low} ) [GHz]</th>
<th>( f_{high} ) [GHz]</th>
<th>Return Loss Bandwidth [%]</th>
<th>Directive gain at 2.45 GHz [dBi]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>22.45</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>17.96</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>18.78</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>16.74</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>15.92</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5. Return Loss Characteristics of Unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna and Conventional base fed ULPIF antenna at 2.45 GHz.](image-url)

Table II shows the calculated return loss bandwidth of ULPIL antenna and the directive gain in the z direction for different antenna height \( h \). The parameters of horizontal antenna element \( L \) and \( L_1 \) are optimized to match the input impedance to 50 \( \Omega \) at the frequency of 2.45 GHz.

Table III shows the calculated return loss bandwidth and the directive gain in the z direction of the conventional base fed ULPIF antenna for different antenna height \( h \). The shorted
element $L_s$ is fixed as 6.8 mm. When the antenna height $h$ is 10 mm, the directive gain of ULPIF antenna becomes larger than that of ULPIL antenna. This may be due to that the total length of horizontal element of the ULPIF antenna $L + L_1 + L_s$ is a little bit longer than that of ULPIL antenna.

Figure 5 (a) shows the calculated return loss characteristics of ULPIL antenna for different antenna height $h$. Figure 5 (b) shows the return loss characteristics of ULPIF antenna. The lengths of shorted element $L_s$ and antenna height $h$ are adjusted. Figure 5 (c) shows the calculated return loss characteristics of ULPIF antenna with antenna height $h = 10$ mm, horizontal antenna elements $L = 26.6$ mm and $L_1 = 14$ mm, shorted element $L_s = 6.8$ mm, and the size of conducting plane is 20.8 mm by 60 mm and ULPIL antenna with antenna height $h = 10$ mm, horizontal elements $L = 27$ mm and $L_1 = 10.2$ mm, and the size of conducting plane 30 mm by 60 mm.

As the antenna height of the ULPIL antenna becomes higher, the upper frequency of the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB increases and the lower frequency decreases. On the other hand, the return loss characteristics of the ULPIF antenna is almost same for different antenna height for shorted element $L_s$ of 3.3 mm.

The directive gain becomes larger as the antenna height $h$ becomes lower when the minimum length of shorted element $L_s$ is 3.3 mm while the minimum height $h$ of this antenna is 6 mm. On the other hand, its return loss bandwidth becomes narrow.

Figure 6 shows the calculated return loss bandwidth with different antenna height $h$ of ULPIF antenna with shorted antenna element $L_s = 6.8$ mm and ULPIL antenna. The ULPIF antenna has smaller mutual coupling between currents on the antenna and on the conducting plane. On the ULPIL antenna, the stronger coupling occurs between the currents on the antenna element on the conducting plane and its bandwidth is narrower than ULPIF antenna.

IV. CONCLUSION

The ultra low profile, base fed inverted F antenna (ULPIF antenna) on a rectangular conducting plane has been analyzed numerically. The calculated return loss and the directive gain of this antenna has been compared with those of the unbalanced fed ULPIL antenna. The directive gain of ULPIF antenna is higher than that of ULPIL antenna. When the size of conducting plane is 0.17 $\lambda$ by 0.49 $\lambda$ and antenna height is 0.08 $\lambda$, the return loss bandwidth less than -10 dB becomes 15.92 % and the directivity is 3.94 dBi. The antenna height is less than 0.1 $\lambda$, this may be promising as the base station antenna or mobile terminal antenna of the wireless communication system. The proposed antenna will be validated through measurement.
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